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editorial 
The issue of racism covered in this issue's feature sparked interest and 
debate at the Other Press. This is a good thing. Members of our collective were 
able to deal with such a "hot topic" because of the respect shared within the 
collective. 
It seems that people aren't so much bothered by the fact that racism (and 
the other various "isms") exists, but the possibility that they personally could 
be singled out by a group, thus suffering the greatest humiliation society can 
dish out, having it pointed out that you're different. Not part of said group. For 
the most part, however, people are complacent about isms, as long as we're not 
the ones that are singled out (that is, we fit in to acceptable societal roles) it 
doesn't really matter. 
The truth is, however, that isms affect everyone, and even more of a shocker 
is the fact thj.t we're all different (unique to be exact). If you think about it, even 
the people that gather together in groups because of a single commonality (race, 
sex, religion, etc.) for the purpose of excluding others, are actually more differ-
ent than they are alike. It's just that they choose not to focus on their differences 
that they remain a group. 
So, depending on how you look at racism it will forever be a problem, or it 
ceases to have any meaning. Thanks to our old friend genetics we are all differ-
ent from each other in some way, thus provoking small minds to perpetuate 
"isms". But, genetics also says that we are all part of one very large group, 
humanity. 
Racism seems to lose its powers of division when you think of us all be-
longing to one single group, and each member being unique and special (like a 
collective maybe?). The practice of pointing out individual differences then 
becomes redundant, nay, meaningless. Not to mention the fact that by continu-
ing to hold racist beliefs, you then announce to the world that you're an asinine, 
bigoted, hateful, jerk who fails to understand the most basic of concepts. We 
are all one. 
We're just one more marvelous species trying really hard to evolve, only 
being slightly held back by said asinine jerks who just don't get it. A personal 
plea from the Other Press, "Dear, Bigots: Please use a little common sense and 
examine your beliefs and cross over; become enlightened. Don't be scared, it 
will be O.K. You don't have to hate anymore!" 
A Collective Sentiment by: 
Chad Iverson. 
April ~, 1995 
The Other Press is Douglas College's autonomous student newspaper. We've 
been here . ince 1976. We aim to serve the students, staff, and faculty of Douglas 
College with a newspaper that informs them of things happening at the college. across 
Canada, and around the world that affect them. The Other Press is a full member of 
Canadian University Press, a collective of Canadian student newspapers, and be-
lieve in its constitution and Statement of Principles. The Other Press will not print 
anything the staff considers racist, sexist, homophobic, or in bad taste. And, once in a 
while, we let our hair down and go play water polo. And that's only if they let us into the 
pool. .. Anyway, if we're not doing any or all of these things to your satisfaction, or even 
if we give you chills up your spine with our fabulous publication, please let us know. 
You can mail a letter to us at Box 2503, New Westminster, B.C., V3L 5B2, or drop it in 
our mail slot at Room 1020, Douglas College, or you can fax us at 527-5095,oryou can 
call us at 525-3542, or you can just drop by and tell us in person. We like you ... come 
visit. We filter our water. 
Coordinating Staff 
Production -Jason Kurylo 
News -Paul Andrew 
Sports - vacant, Candice Lee acting 
Arts & Entertainment- Trent Ernst 
Photography- Zeebo 
Editorial & Opinion -vacant, Chad Iverson acting 
Features - Tammy Coombes 
Graphics - Marcel Martin 
Creative - Niki Kaloudas 
Distribution - Jim Irving 
Contributors this issue 
Daniela Zanatta, Manjit Brar, Kevin Sallows, 
Laura Pattie, Ronnie Bains, Holly Keyes, Tony Sousa, 
Laura Miller, Trev Margreaves, Sergio Abegao, 
Bert C. Ennah, D. G. Black, John S. Hall, Jennifer Wong, 
and the spirit of Mike Dutton. 
Employees 
Advertising & Accounting -Marion Drakos 
Production Resource- Scott Simmer 
Editorial Resource -Angela Chiotakos Subotnick 
If you're interested in helping with the creation of this publication, we 
heartily encourage you to come down to the Other Press office, or phone 
525-3542. It's the right thing to do, and a tasty way to do it... 
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letters if you've got an opinion, we'd love to hear it! try to keep it under 300 words, and send it to the other press, room 1020, douglas college, 700 royal avenue, new westminster. b.c., v31 3t9 tell us you love us, tell us we suck ... 
just, for pete's sake, TELL US'!! 
The Other Press 
in Harm•s way ... 
Hi Whomever, 
over the years? 
Is Sincerely still OK? 
A. Harms, Faculty 
have no idea what impact the death re-
ally has on the whales, and we have the 
right to assume that they will "just get 
over it." If the whales cannot be released 
back into the wild, then all measures 
should be taken to expand the pool and 
restrict any further breeding. If the 
You should never encourage an (Coordinator's note: No, it's just that 
inveterate letter writer like myself with your finally succumbing to our 
headings like the one on my previous sumliminal propoganda campaign. It 
h h ha fi whales have the potential to be released, letter. 1 will bother you to death with was t e Prozac in t e newsprint t t -
my letters. nally put us over the top. The OP is for then by all means we should do it. If 
You will notice by my opening that your reading pleasure, enjoy.) 
I have even attempted to conform to 
your lack of conformity in terms of ad-
dressing my letter. It would seem that 
every value system, despite its pretense 
Gender 
difference causes 
silly conflicts 
it's too expensive, then why not do 
some fund raising? There would be no 
shortage of people willing to help out 
such a worthy cause by donating their 
time and their money. Let's not let this 
horrible restriction of nature continue. 
And to those parents who think that let-to be free, is caught in its own particu-
lar form of rigidity. If you truly believed 
in relative values, you would have no Subject: "Gender based pricing" article ting their kids gawk at the whole event taught their kids about life and death, 
Sir:. Would I not be correct in saying 
objection to being addressed as Dear in a recent issue of the Other Press. 
1 think that the article didn't take you sure as hell wouldn't have felt the 
that you are to force your set of values into account certain facts, such as no 
on me? Is it absolutely wrong to use that cover charge for women at clubs before 
form of address? 1 thought only reli- a certain hour. Also, men have to pay 
gious people believed in absolutes. Ah for calls to dating phone lines while 
well, we can't deny that we are all made women can call and chat for free. 
same way if it was your baby! 
S.P.C.A. Not! 
in the image of God and we conform to Whoever wrote the article should To: The Other Press 
that image in part by each having our havecarefullyexaminebothsidesofthe 
own set of absolutes. issue: better yet, don't even bring up 
Acommentaboutyoureditorial(if the differences between men and 
I am allowed to call it that) re the women. It just causes unnecessary and 
mashed up car. My tendency would be silly conflicts. 
to feel the same way about the offend- Sincerely, 
ing person(s) as you do. It reminded me 
of seeing an inscription at the Bath 
D.C. Student. 
Museum in which a Roman soldier 
wished bloodshed and other forms of 
mayhem, including death on the person 
who had stolen his glove. In times like 
Whale•s death 
aviodable 
that, as when I came home a few weeks Dear Other Press 
ago and found someone had attempted Although I'm not an active 
to B&E my home, that I need to remem- environmentalist, I can't help but feel 
ber the old adage about "an eye for an disgusted by the loss of killer whale 
eye, a tooth for a tooth" which was in- Bjossa's third calf at the Vancouver 
traduced to limit our natural tendency Aquarium. As if it isn't enough that 
to require excessive revenge for wrongs these large, beautiful creatures are 
committed against us. Four thousand confined to a tiny pool and made to 
years have apparently not changed hu- perform circus tricks for food, Bjossa 
man nature. once again has to endure the grief of 
Am I wrong or have I noticed an losing a baby. How do we know what 
improvement in the content of the OP these animals are really feeling? We 
I would like to remind all employ-
ees, students and visitors to Douglas 
Collage that animals, regardless of size 
condition, or owner control, are not 
permitted inside the Collage building. 
The only exceptions to this policy per-
mit visually or hearing impaired indi-
viduals bringing animals on-site. Since 
most areas in the building are serviced 
by a central air-conditioning system, 
many individuals could suffer allergic 
reactions if animals are present. Most 
floor areas are carpeted, making it dif-
ficult to remove animal waste and fleas. 
Facilities Services is trying hard to pro-
vide a healthy environment for every-
one at Douglas Collage. Your co-opera-
tion is essential! 
Thank-you for your assistance. If 
you have any further comments or con-
cerns, please do not hesitate to contact 
me at local 5365. 
T.P. Leonard 
Director, Facilities Services 
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President disqualified from election 
Advertising on campus sidelines 11NCITE1 executive candidates 
by Paul Andrew 
Controversial campaigning and 
trepreneurial press exposure has 
led to the disqualification of an en-
tire slate of candidates running for 
executive positions in the Douglas 
College Spring student election. 
The slate of candidates included 
the current president of the Douglas 
College Student Society (DCSS), 
Troy Townsend, who was seeking re-
election to the student presidential 
office. 
Other candidates on the 'IN-
CITE' slate include Sarah Roberts 
and Jimmy Maclaren, who were run-
ning for vice-president internal and 
DCSS treasurer respectively. 
The Incite party, which was the 
reputed front-runner in the student 
election, combined handbills with a 
party called 'ALLIANCE,' a full slate 
of six students contending for student 
representative positions within the 
Douglas College Student Society. 
The Alliance slate of candidates 
remained eligible for election. 
ownsend said the reason the two 
slates appeared on the same flyer was 
to save paper, therefore making an 
"environmental 
statement." 
Problems in the 
~lection began to surface 
the week before cam-
paigning began, when 
students vying for politi-
cal office were required 
to have nomination 
forms handed in to the 
chief returning officer for 
students, and to New Westminster in 
general, for at least ten days afterwards. 
Whichever party advertised in the OP 
may then be in danger of breaking cam-
pus campaigning rules. Because of 
miscommunication form the production 
resource staff member at the OP, Scott 
Simmer, the only advertisement that was 
printed for the week of March 22 
regarding the election was the Incite 
slate. 
Incite was consequently disquali-
fied the following Monday morning. 
Matters were further complicated 
when Simmer stated there was a mix-up 
at the last minute before the paper went 
to the printers, and in fact the Alliance 
advertisement was suppose to run in the 
March 22 issue, not thelncite ad. 
"What happened was ... in the end, 
the Alliance ad was supposed to go in, 
because [I thought] their budget could've 
sustained the $89.00 price. My fuck-up 
was that I didn't give them an invoice 
until the last minute, and they were as-
suming the wrong price," Simmer said. 
"They [Alliance] assumed that the 
ad would cost them $35.00. In reality it 
cost them $89.00. I'm not quite sure how 
they assumed it would cost them 
$35.00," Simmer added. 
Jimmy Maclaren 
was contacted about 
the mix-up in ad rates, 
and he agreed there 
was a problem with 
communication 
regarding the price of 
the ad. 
"Scott and 
discussed the possibil-
ity of running an ad in 
~the student election. A the school paper, but Jimmy Mclaren 
staffreporterandphotog- we met quite late at 
rapher from the Other Press were then night, and we both had a lot on our 
assigned to interview and photograph minds," Maclaren said. "We discussed 
any student who managed to hand in many ad rates at the time, as well as 
his or her nomination form before the student discounts." 
.. 
press deadline. At the time, only two 
candidates had declared themselves 
eligible for the election. Other students 
still had a full twenty-four hours 
"For some reas~m I came away 
from the meeting thinking the ad would 
cost $35.00," Maclaren added. 
Simmer admitted he didn't fulfill 
before the nomination deadline his duties as the advertising contact by 
passed. informing Alliance they may or may not 
The Other Press intended to get the student discount. Considering the 
cover the election until it was apperant fact that the ad was for student election 
the DCSS did not agree with the single purposes, he felt that the collective at the 
candidate coverage. Other Press may not grant the discount. 
An interview was subsequently A full page ad in the Other Press usually 
pulled (at the candidates request), after runs for $350.00. Each student running 
arren Mckay, the chief returning in the election is allowed $20.00 to fi-
officer (CRO), for the student election, nance the cost of campaigning. The 
attended the Other Press staff meet- money is supplied by the students 
ing on the 15 of March. In an effort to themselves. 
promote fairness to other candidates, "When I finally got word to Zach 
Mckay favored blanket coverage for [Zacharias of Alliance], he assumed that 
all students who were competing for $89.00 was okay for them, so he signed 
political office. But with lack of time the ad insertion form, and that ad should 
and press deadlines looming, blanket 
coverage was simply not feasible. 
After this the political hopefuls were 
have gone in," Simmer explained. 
"So I eventually got ahold of Jimmy 
Maclaren (from Incite) and told him he 
expected to campaign fairly, observing had to get the ad insertion filled out... so 
the rules of the election. he could run the Incite advertisement," 
While Mckay was going through Simmer continued. "As soon as he real-
the ordeal of dealing with the press, ized how much the ad was going to cost, 
the Alliance and Incite slate of can- he [Maclaren] said that we had to pull 
didates made plans to advertise in the the ad," Simmer said. 
Other Press at the expense of the re- Simmer also stated that neither ad 
spective parties. had been paid for yet. And at the time of 
Rules of campaigning on campus our conversation, he had not made up his 
specified that all posters, handbills and mind whether to charge for the full page 
promotion of any kind were to cease ad that eventually ran in the Other Press. 
Saturday morning, March 25. The "I ran an ad that wasn't booked, and 
Other Press (OP) appeared on campus the ad that was booked didn't run, so it's 
March 22 and is usually available to my fault," Simmer added. 
I was in constant contact with the CRO 
to make sure that we ran a clean 
campaign," he added. 
"It's been a really brutal election, 
and I feel that we've been unfairly 
slammed," Townsend continued. 
"We've been really organized for 
this election, like the ads in the OP and 
the posters ... the buttons. Maybe peo-
plejust don't like it...the fact that we're 
so well organized," he said. 
Townsend went on to point out the 
budget that Incite presented to the CRO 
allotted for some money to go to ad-
vertising, and the budget was approved. 
"As far as we were concerened, we 
didn't think it [the ad] was going to be 
a problem, it was part of our budget 
that we were going to have an ad ... and 
she approved the budget," Townsend 
explained. 
In his opinion, the CRO modified 
the campaigning rules after the ad ap-
peared on campus because of the clear 
advantage Townsend and his slate had 
over the other candidates. 
"All of a sudden, now that people 
complained, she [the CRO] changes the 
rules. I think that's very wrong," he 
continued. 
DCSS President Troy Townsend 
contemplates his political future after 
being disqualified from election 
"In terms of changing the rules, 
what has happened ... clearly, is that we 
said here's our budget, ads are [budg-
eted] in there ... so she knew that," 
Townsend said. 
Townsend also pointed out the 
Simmer went on to say the CRO, The letter did state that the In- CRO was working with a "really 
Tarren Mckay, contacted him the follow- cite slate of candidates were in direct shabby set of rules" that were very am-
ing Friday after the ad for Incite was violation of the Constitution of the biguous at best, and Mckay could not 
printed, expressing her concern over ad- DCSS, Locall8 of the Canadian Fed- be blamed for the directives. 
vertising costs. Simmer said Mckay had eration of Students (CFS). When Mckay was asked to com-
to confirm the cost of the ad. As the CRO, The letter was signed by CRO, menton these and other allegations, she 
Mckay had to make sure the cost would Tarren Mckay. felt she could not say anything about it 
not be over the slate's campaign budget. The only problem with that is, until after the appeal was heard. 
If all three candidates on the Incite slate- the DCSS is not a member of the 
which included Troy Townsend, Jimmy CFS. The CFS was removed from the It was the Incite party's under-
Maclaren and Sarah Roberts, were to com- DC campus in the Spring of '92. standing that advertising during the 
bine total campaign expenditures, they Also, the student society did not week of campaigning, knowing the 
could not exceed $60.00. support the CFS when a rally was Other Press would still be on campus 
"I told her [Mckay] what happened," staged to protest cuts in social afterward, would not be a problem. In-
Simmer continued. " And she asked for program transfer payments. DCSS cite was assuming the CRO would re-
it to be put in writing, so I did [put it in external vice president Dave alize that newspaper distribution can-
writing], and it was on her desk Friday Seaweed was quoted at the time of not be controlled after the publication 
afternoon," Simmer explained. the rally when he said "We are not a is on the college campus. 
"I don't know if she read it or not, member of the CFS, so the students "In terms of the campaigning 
but she had the explanation for the ad can support the strike, but they can deadline, how are we responsible for 
mix-up by Friday when she asked for it. sup poet without the help of the CFS." that? Clearly the publication date is the 
I'm assuming she didn't read it," he 
added. 
Despite all of Simmer 's efforts to 
clear the Incite candidates of responsi-
bility ,all candidates from that party were 
disqualified the following Monday morn-
ing. 
Troy Townsend, speaking on be- factor here," Townsend continued. 
half of the Incite slate, felt there was "In federal elections, municipal 
more to the disqualification than sim- elections, provincial elections .. .if an ad 
ply advertising in the college news- comes out after the campaign deadline, 
paper. and that paper is still lying around, 
"We've received two or three well. .. l'vc never seen any elections 
letters from the CRO," Tonwsend called on that," he said. 
Sarah Roberts, running for vice- said. "Each one of them has said At this point, the Incite party has 
president (internal) on the Incite slate, something different." retained constitutional lawyers to in-
said she was notified of the disqualifica- "There were other candidates vestigate the validity of the CRO's al-
tion Monday morning, when she received that broke campaigning rules who legations. 
a letter from the CRO, Tarren Mckay. were given a letter of warning," If the party wins the appeal, the 
"I got a phone call at 7:30 in the Townsend said. "We didn't receive election which was held last week may 
morning from the DCSS informing me one letter [of warning], even though have to be held again. 
there was a letter in my mailbox, and they 
asked me to come in right away, so I knew 
something was up," Roberts said. "When 
I finally got to school, I realized a lot of 
the other candidates already knew we 
were disqualified, so you can imagine 
how I felt," she added. 
The letter, which was one of a car-
bon copy addressed to all candidates, 
specified that the Incite slate was disquali-
fied for "failing to comply with CRO 
Spring '95 election directives." The letter 
did not indicate exactly which directives 
were violated. 
In this ish 
Election Results page 5 
Art Bergman (no, realty, he's here this time .. ) 
page 15 
Hate, Racism, and Grafitti page 10 
Hey, we've got more Forever P\aid 
tix to give away; give us your pix of 
you in p\aid, and you cou\d winf 
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Night students still safe to walk at Douglas 
Spear responds to lone critic fearful of friday night safety 
by Ronnie Bains though the college has also been both tion from Monday to Friday from six 
helpful and supportive in backing the to ten," said Spear. The Safe Walk pro-
The Douglas College Safe Walk project. The college may be able to take gram is, as always, quite receptive to 
program has made its debut and has on some additional funding, but future any suggestions or constructive criti-
successfully improved general safety 
around the college. 
When the project first began in 
November no one knew what to expect. 
Safe Walk has since taken off with in-
creased usage and awareness. 
Joe Spear, project coordinator, 
stated "usage has definitely been on the 
rise, withwalks averaging 20 per night." 
Spear also added that even one walk a 
night is worthwhile since it could pre-
costs are still being reviewed. cism. 
There have been no complaints or New changes taking place in-
criticisms regarding the operation and elude: Updating the design of the pa-
usage of the program, only praise and troller 's log, newer jackets with higher 
appreciation of the project thus far. The visibility and rain durability, umbrel-
only complaint may be that is was 'about las, and other equipment and operation 
time.' improvements. DCSS treasurer Julian 
In response to a recent letter in the Smit is also dealing with Douglas Col-
February 8 issue of the Other Press, lege administration on the develop-
about coordinator Joe Spear's refusal to ment of a new kiosk which could be in 
comment, written by Norman Carriere, place as early as this fall, depending 
vent a violent action from occurring. He Spear agrees that the writers concerns on the availability of funding. Once 
feels that even if the Safe Walk program are legitimate, "though his research and funding is adequate, they can start con-
was not being used, people would still comments are faulty." Spear stated that 
feel a lot safer knowing that the pro- he received no correspondence from 
gram is available. Carriere by means of telephone, mail or 
Presently, the volunteer pool con- in person. Spear stated, "I would have 
sists of 39 volunteers - with 16 in the been more than happy to address his 
process of joining. The coordinators concerns if he had brought them to my 
would like to see more female volun-
teers to form coed teams. The male/fe-
male ratio at present is two to one, leav-
ing an uneven coed status. 
The Safe Walk program is not ac-
cepting any more applications for the 
spring semester due to the intensive and 
time consuming process. Although ap-
plications are being taken as more vo l-
unteers are always needed. 
The DCSS remains the primary 
source of funding for the program, at-
attention." 
The concerns brought up by 
Carriere are not new, and have been pre-
viously reviewed by the coordinators. 
On Fridays, the cafeteria and library are 
closed at 4:00pm, and there are currently 
only six night classes. Due to the lack of 
demand and the costs involved in op-
eration, especially on Friday nights, ex-
tending the hours is not yet possible. 
"When there are enough volunteers, 
we would like to extend hours of opera-
struction during the summer. 
Spear is ambitious in his future 
vision for the Safe Walk program. "In 
a years time, 1 would like to see an in-
creased usage of up to 40 walks a 
night." 
The Safe Walk program has 
strived to provide a great service. The 
coordinators are working continuously 
to upgrade and improve the quality of 
the equipment and uniforms. They 
have emphasized college safety and 
made it possible for students and staff 
to choose a safer option rather than 
walking alone. The Safe Walk program 
is directed and made possible by stu-
dents like yourself. With your help and 
involvement it can succeed. 
Attention Douglas Students! II 
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Dougl,as Gollege Student 
Unofficial Election Results 
.Executives 
-. 
President 
Katrina Lennox 
Vice-President External 
Dave Seaweed 
Vice-President Internal 
Tammy Schapcott 
Treasurer 
Irene Sosath 
Maple Ridge Member at Large 
Gayle Ryan '¥ 
Representatives 
Athletics 
Tanya Penafiel 
Lori Phillip 
Business 
Mandeep Bhuller 
Scott Pardhan 
Brian Prevost 
Rep for Students with Disabilities 
Megan Veitch 
English as a Second Language 
Noriko Nakamura 
First Nations 
Birdy Markert 
Psychiatric Nursing 
vacant 
University Transfer 
Michelle Janzen 
Diane King 
Traci Leason 
Zach Zacharias. 
official results will be available April 6, from the DCSS office 
Man consumed by 
product 
Elvis Stojko dies in bizarre 
endorsing accident 
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Racism: a personal story 
11 Canadian 11 isnlt a colour 
By Manjit Brar to do with me being Canadian. 
folks who believe that Canada be-
longs to the white man, and that eve-
rybody else should go back to where 
they came from.) They might be in-
terested to learn that if it can be said 
that Canada belongs to any one 
group, it 
would belong 
Most employers want to make 
money, not lose it, so they usually 
hire the best person for the job. As 
far as I'm aware, skin color, race, 
or ethnic origin have never been 
qualifications for any job, so how 
can anyone jus-
tify that an im-
Racism. The word is like a slap 
in my face. I really wish I could say 
that I've never had to deal with it, 
but I have. It's always been there. 
Being called a "Hindu" as a child, 
being told to go back to where I 
came from. Sometimes it was the 
look of .$Ufprise on a person's face 
when they saw the color of my skin. 
They would talk to me on the phone 
and things would be great, but when 
they saw me they would remark in a 
shocked voice: "But I thought you 
were Canadian!" To this day I still 
don't know what the color of my 
skin, or the sound of my voice has 
Most people that I know are not 
racist, yet racism does exist. I hate 
it when people deny that fact just be-
cause they have never experienced 
it. I have been there and I know it's 
out there, just like many other mem-
bers of minority groups know it. It 
is really amazing how much of a dif-
ference the color of your skin can 
make. I mean, whatever happened 
to the saying "never judge a book 
by it's cover?" 
not racist or anything, but I think that 
white people should only go out with 
white people," or" I don't mean to 
offend anyone but I think that im-
migrants shouldn't be allowed into 
Canada because they take all the 
jobs away." Those are racist com-
ments, and you cannot say them 
without insulting people, whether 
they are black, brown, white, or yel-
low. If you make these comments, 
and if you believe in them, then you 
are racist- there's no two ways about 
it. Actually, I think you're just an 
ignorant fuck, but hey, I can be nice. 
to the First Na-
tions, for they 
were the first 
people here, 
long before 
any white per-
I still don't know what the 
color of my skin, or the 
sound of my voice has to do 
with me being Canadian. 
migrant "stole" 
their job? 
Let's be hon-
est here. Not all 
racists are white 
and not all 
white people 
Another thing that really pisses 
me off is when people make igno-
rant comments which offend other 
groups, and then get upset that they 
have to qualify their comments. "I'm 
I think a lot of people in Canada 
need to take a Canadian History 
course. (Particularly those white 
son set his foot on shore. 
There are also those who hate 
visible minorities because they be-
lieve that their jobs are being stolen 
by the "immigrants." What kind of 
crap is this? If you didn't hold the 
position in the first place, then it 
really wasn't your job now was it? 
Why work for peanuts 
when you can ·sell them? 
Starting your own business is one way to guarantee yourself a job this summer. 
If you're a full-time student returning to school this fall and legally entitled to work in Canada, the Student Business Loans 
Program, the government of Canada's summer employment program for students, is offering loans of up to $3,000 to help 
you start a business. 
Details are available at any branch of the Federal Business Development Bank, Canada Employment Centres, Canada 
Employment Centres for Students, any branch of the Royal Bank of Canada or the National Bank of Canada. 
Just come to us with your idea, and we'll see what we can do about putting you to work for someone you really like. You. 
Call toll-free: 1 800 361-2126. 
••• 
Human Resources 
Development Canada 
Developpement des 
ressoure.s humainn Canada 
.. 
NATIONAL BANQUE 
BANK NATIONALE 
Canada 
As we all know, the 
federal government 
announced last month 
that Canadians can 
look forward to a $2 
coin very soon. Here•s 
one OPer•s take on 
THE DOUBLOONIE 
!jjl ROYAL BANK 
1!!S BANOUE ROYALE 
are racist. It goes both ways. There 
are plenty of non-white people out 
there who hold racist views. You're...._ 
all the same to me. Just a bunch of 
ignorant fucks who need to open 
their minds, and learn how to get 
along together. 
Congrats to 
The Peak, 
SFU's 
student 
newspaper, 
for finally 
getting 
autonomy! 
There's 
nothing 
quite like 
freedom of 
the press ... 
(Now, maybe they can 
come close to 
matching the OP. 
Nah.) 
.. 
Graphic by Marnie Kurylo 
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Ecofeminism: an integrative approach 
by Laura Pottie Some would say that the move to fragment issues while ecofeminism at- Thirdly, Feminism must include an environment than men. This is most 
often referred to as radica l 
ecofeminism. A number of environmental 
schools of thought have been evolving 
since the current.;wave of awareness 
began in the 1960s. Since that time of 
social and environmental activism, we 
have seen the growth of wilderness 
include environmentalist thought in tempt s to bri ng th em to gether. ecological perspective and environmen-
feminist theory is inevitable and neces- Ecofeminism has three main premises. talism must include a feminist perspec-
sary. The feminist movement itself, has First of all, there is an important tive. Critics of the radical ecofeminst 
view feel that thi s ass umption 
reduces womyn's knowledge and 
expertise in the field of ecology to 
that of their bodies. In addition, 
much deep ecology is based on the 
premise that humans are an 
extractable part of our whole ecosys-
tem and therefore must act in coop-
eration with it. To say that one part 
of the population is more closely 
connected to nature disassociates the 
other. 
" groups, feminist groups, animal rights 
groups, the list goes on. 
THINK ClLOBALLY. ACT LOCALLY 
In 1974, Francois d'Eaubonne 
first coined the term ecofeminism, 
which brings all of these groups 
together. The basis of ecofeminism lies 
• in the inherent similarities between 
forms of systemic and structural 
oppression. 
All forms of oppression have to 
assume a hierarchy and in our Western 
society, this takes the form of patriar-
chy. For a hierarchy to exist, it must 
have a strong basis in economics and 
benefit one portion of a population, 
usually a minority. Patriarchy fits both 
of these criteria. 
Ecofeminism works on the thesis 
connection between the oppression of Some factions within the 
Also, if wimmin are thought to be 
closer to nature than men, chances 
are wimmin will get stuck with the 
bulk of the work involved in 
conserving it! 
Nature ecofeminism, which also 
emphasizes wimmin's connections to 
nature, includes the belief that patri-
archal systems should be replaced 
with matriarchal ones. The criticism 
of this theory is that replacing one 
form of hierarchy with another will 
leave us with the same problems we 
had to begin with. 
.. that oppression based on race, gender 
and species, is a result of a patriarchal 
and capitalist value system. 
Ecofeminists emphasize the intrinsic 
value of nature, the belief that nature 
has value simply because it exists and 
that it's worth is separate from it's use-
fulness to humans. This theory also 
expanded since it' s beginning to include 
racism, and many are now realizing that 
it is impossible to overturn one part of 
patriarchy and leave the rest as a whole. 
womyn and the oppression of nature. ecofeminist movement are also of the 
As with all modern schools of 
thought, ecofeminism is growing and 
changing over time. It has already es-
tablished itself as one of the major theo-
• emphasizes the interdependence of the 
different parts of nature, of which hu-
mans are included. 
Secondly, understanding the na- opinion that as a result of wimmin's 
Modern western society tends to 
ture of these connections is necessary 
in understanding oppression itself. 
Government to reduce gas 
by Samer Muscati about 460 million tons. 
Canada's natural gas production 
OTTAWA (CUP)- Federal and hasalsoexpandedby40percent;pro-
provincial environment ministers met duction-related emissions increased by 
Feb. 20 in Toronto to hash out a new about 16 million tons of carbon diox-
plan to reduce Canada's emission of ide. 
greenhouse gases, but environmental 
groups call the plan a farce and say it 
will do nothing to curb the emissions . 
The plan relies on a system of 
_. voluntary challenges to individuals and 
corporations to reduce emissions, and 
Eighty per cent of Canada's green-
house gas emissions are in the form of 
carbon dioxide, which form a blanket 
around the earth's atmosphere and sub-
sequently trap heat. 
The greatest temperature change 
doesn 't mention legislation. could occur in northern latitudes in 
Canada is on track to break an about 40 years . Canada could experi-
international agreement, signed by more 
than 150 countries in 1992, to keep 
emissions at 1990 levels until the year 
2000. 
ence changing precipitation patterns , 
coastal flooding , extensive permafrost 
and iceberg thaw in the north. 
Drier summers for the prairies, 
Ontario and southern Quebec are also 
possible consequences of having excess 
greenhouse gas in the atmosphere. 
called Green Communities Initiatives in 
Ontario. Under the program, educa-
tional materials on climate change are 
provided to commercial, industrial and 
residential centres. 
Another initiative is the National 
Biomass Ethanol Program, which en-
courages firms to invest in Canada's 
ethanol industry. The program will sup-
ply $70 million in loans to build or ex-
pand on ethanol plants. 
Ethanol, a type of alcohol, pro-
duces less carbon dioxide than fossil 
fuels when burned. 
A registry will also be designed to 
receive and publicize what participants 
have done to reduce emissions. 
But Greenpeace's Jardine says he's 
upset subsidies and tax breaks continue 
to be handed out to the fossil fuel in-
dustry every year. 
"Canada is an environmental 
outlaw," says Kevin Jardine, 
atmosphere campaigner for 
Greenpeace. "We are defying an 
international treaty. Canada will be in-
Liseanne Forand, director general "It' s an inaction program," says 
of the Canadian Council of Ministers Jardine. "The federal government is 
ternationally humiliated at the of the Environment, says she is confi-
upcoming Berlin conference" in April dent the new program will put Canada 
1995. back on track. 
unwilling to provide leadership on this 
issue. It's time to get the oil industry 
off welfare." 
The federal government 's "Na-
tional Action Program" predicts Cana-
da's greenhouse gas emissions could be 
13 per cent apove 1990 emissions by 
the year 2000. 
"Not all the [provincial ministers] Federal Natural Resources Minis-
were happy with the draft , but every- ter Anne McLellan was presented 
one signed," says Forand. "It's a frame- the Dinosaur of the Year award by 
Since 1990, Canada has added 12 
work of strategic actions that will 
evolve." 
The new plan "encourages" corpo-
power stations that use fossil fuels, add- rations and communities to set their 
ing 19.4 million tons of carbon dioxide own goals and choose their own initia-
yearly into the atmosphere. Canada 's tives. 
total annual emissions in 1993 were One program under t.he plan is 
Grcenpeace activists wearing dinosaur 
costumes during the Toronto confer-
ence. 
The dinosaur symbolizes fossil 
fuel , and is awarded to th e person 
Green peace considers the biggest sup-
porter of the fossil-fuel industry. 
bodily experiences (i.e. ovulation, men- ries of ecological awareness and action, 
struation, childbirth and lactation), and it will be interesting to see where it 
wimmin are more closely linked to the goes from here. 
55 - 8th Street, 
New Westminster, B.C. 
V3M 3N9 
(604) 526-7935 
-Boot on up to your nearest Chrysler Dealer, where you can get 
interactive with the many fine Chrysler, Dodge and Plymouth 
advertised incentives!) What's more, you can defer payments 
cars and trucks 
in our award-
winning line-up. 
you can make with your Chrysler Dealer. 
(That's in addition to any other publicly 
GET A NEON. GET 
for 3 months on the 1994, 1995 and 1996 
Chrysler vehicle of your choice.* Test-
drive the new 2-door Neon Coupe with 
its all new 150 hp engine. Discover 
the ever dependable Dodge and 
Plymouth Colt. Get behind the 
wheel of the awesome Dodge 
Avenger. Choose the model that's 
right for you and hit the highway -
the real highway- with Chrysler:-) 
$750 OFF*. 
YOUR B.C. CHRYSLER TEAM. 
CHRYSLER 
Dodge 
Jeep 
DEALERS YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
*On Chrysler Credit approved financed purchll% on 481!1onth terms on selected offers. Some restrictions opply. Offer applies to retail purchases for personal use only of 1994, 1995 ond 1996 models excluding Dodge Viper. If you finance ot regular 
rates for 48 months you may choose to defer your first monthly payment for 90 doys. YoJ will opp~ the amount financed and interest for the 48 month term over 45 months (45 equal payments with a 3 monthilelay to first installment). Chrysler 
Credit Canada ltd. approval required. Other Chrysler special reduced finance rote programs cannot be combined with this deferral offer. Purchase ond toke delivery of ony eligible vehicle no later thon December 31 , 1995, from o participating dealer. See 
dealer for details. Offer available until December 31, 1995. 3 month deferral of payment offer not ovoilable in the Province of Quebec. 
CHRYSLER 
Plymoutfi 
Jeep I Eagle 
... 
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Not just the biggest 
-
but the best 
Future bright for Douglas College co-ed boxing club 
by Niki Kaloudas experience-no one else knew 
anything," Schelt recalls. "Three 
When former Canadian boxing weeks later you would think they 
champ Winnie Schelt went to watch the had all been boxing for years." 
B.C . Boxing Championship in Coaching together, Wylie and 
November 199<he was appalled at the Schelt' s approach to training 
state of amateur boxing in B.C. "It was amateurs is simple. New recruits 
thetopboxingeventoftheyearandthey are taught the proper stance, 
didn't even have enough members to movements and how to throw 
fill all the weight categories, they had strong punches. It is a technique 
to bring in kids to fill the levels," said that combines power with balance 
Schelt. .,.. .. and crispness. 
Things have changed a lot since The club currently has about 
Schelt's boxing days. Schelt recalls, 40 members of which 15 are 
'The way I saw it, B.C. boxing was at female. Out of these the coaches 
"Everyone wants to fight, especially the 
women." 
Success has not come easy. 
Initially slated to open two weeks before 
Christmas, the club had some early 
hurdles to overcome. 
For instance, it took two months 
before the punching bag hooks could 
be installed in the gym ceiling. 
Nevertheless Schelt is grateful for all 
the support he has received from the 
Athletic Department at Douglas. 
Thanks to the hard work of many 
people, the club now has one of the best 
boxing facilities available in the 
it's lowest ever, even the calibre of the feel that 4 women and 4 men are province. They are also in the process 
senior fighters was poor." already capable of boxing at a of being sanctioned by the BC Amateur 
With hopes of raising the level of competitive level. Boxing Association. 
the sport in BC, Schelt decided to And compete they will. This~pring province, there's gonna be champs from will be competing in the event. The Of their accomplishments so far, 
organize a boxing club at Douglas. the Douglas College Boxing Club will the states, everywhere, coming in to women will fight against each other in Schelt says," Success depends on 
Together with coach Dave Wylie, work be hosting the prestigious Golden compete. The Douglas Boxing Club is their own weight categories. The what's inside you, you have to want it 
began and on January 9th the Douglas Gloves Tournament on May 12th and the official host in conjunction with competition will be opening up new bad enough." Judging from his 
College Co-ed Boxing Club opened it's 13th. This top calibre boxing event will B.C. T.V." avenues in the sport for women. aspirations for the club, they are going 
doors for business. focus national media attention on The spring Golden Gloves Although boxing has traditionally to be huge. 
Most of the people who signed up Douglas College. Schell's enthusiasm Tournament will be an important event been a male dominated sport, Schelt "We're not only gonna be the 
for the club were rookies with little or for the event is apparent. He states, historically as well. It will be the first sees women's boxing as one day biggest club in B.C. cause we're already 
no boxing experience. "One girl had "This is the top tournament of the time in BC boxing history that women ranking equal with men's. He says that, but we're gonna be the best." 
Sparring with tradition 
Two Douglas women take on the world of boxing 
by Niki Kaloudas 
When most people think of a boxer they think of some muscle bound Rocky type heavyweight. This issue the 
O.P. gets into the ring to interview two Douglas students who plan on breaking through that traditional stereotype 
of a 'boxer'. Christie Popowitz and Nyyka Croal are two determined women who are pumped about boxing. They 
will be among the first women in history to box in the upcoming Golden Gloves Tournament being held at 
Douglas this spring and they are ready for the challenge. 
Christie Popowitz: light 
welter weight -139 lbs 
Well it was a little weird at first how to fight. You get the attitude like 
but then I got used to it. I always just "Don't mess with me, I box." 
remind myself that muscle weighs more How does it feel being one of the first 
What made you go into boxing? than fat. women ever to compete in the Golden 
I play water polo as well and I Do they ever have you spar with guys Gloves Tournament? The more activities I do the better I can don' t really see women taking that 
needed something outside of that, some in the same weight category? It's a good feeling but you also feel schedule my time and the more I chance. I wouldn't see myself taking 
other extracurricular thing. I used to Yeah, Will and I spar together, we a lot of stress. It's scary. The coaches actually get done. If you just have tons that risk, going match with a man full 
work out on my own but it's not the are the same weight right now. are always saying you guys are gonna of time you let things slide you know, I contact. Sparring is fine but I don't see 
same level of stress as having someone Are you the one who gave Will the make history but what if WJ! don't? It's _can do it tomorrow, I can do it full contact. 
there pushing me. When the boxing bloody nose? almost like they're expecting too much, tomorrow. If you do a sport you get into How does it feel being one of the first 
thing came out, you always picture (laughs) Yeah, that was me. they're not seeing the other side of it at a routine of doing it, not letting things women ever to compete in the B.C. 
boxers as well trained people, I thought What kind of a reaction do you get all. It's a neat idea to think about and slide. I prefer being active and doing a Golden Gloves Tournament? 
I'd give it a try, you know, something from guys when they find out you are ponder. We' ll have to wait and see. lot more things than just school. I hadn' t really thought about it 
different. a boxer? There is pressure there. What kind of a reaction do you get quite like that. That's not what i~ 
What do you like about it? They get the mentality like, "Don't What is your goal for the Golden from guys when they find out you are attractive about it for me. Boxing for 
The fact that you can go and hit go near her, don' t mess with her." It's 
something. I've never been able to just kind of a joke but there's not really too 
go and hit something before, its neat, it much surprise because most people 
really is. Even if it's just hitting the hand know me. I'm kind of a jock as they 
pads when you get to spar against say. They just think it's another sport 
someone, hitting someone else, its a that I'm trying. They make the jokes, 
thrill , its a sickening thrill but it 's a that's about it. 
Gloves Tournament? 
I'd still like to win it. 
a boxer? 
They're a bit surprised definitely, they 
women being available now is great but 
I'm a really athletic person, I've always 
Whatareyourlongtermcareergoals? try to hide it but you can see it... 'Oh so been athletic. I' ve been in track and 
I want to be a firefighter. I'd also you ' re a boxer, so you're gonna punch basketball and I like competing. I like 
like to pursue the field of exercise me' The typical thing that I say is "Well pushing myself and seeing how far I can 
science. I see myself as a more physical you know I wouldn't hurt you, unless go. This is just something that I really 
person, I couldn't ever see myself in an you said the wrong thing ." It's enjoy, I feel like I'll stick with it. 
thrill. 
How does it feel having everyone know 
your weight? 
Is it a good workout? office job. funny ... apart from that it ' s pretty What is your goal for the Golden 
It's a really good workout, I come 
out of there just soaked. You use 
muscles you' ve never 
Nyyka Croal: fly 
weight -112 lbs 
used before, the first How often do you box? 
couple of times your I box Monday to Friday. I can fit 
arms are sore and your 
back is sore. Mostly 
upper body but that's 
it into my schedule every day and 
sometimes on Saturdays we spar at 
Astoria. So sometimes I go six days a 
positive. Most people think it's pretty Gloves Tournament? 
cool. A really common question we get My goal for the Golden Gloves 
asked is do you spar with the guys? You tournament is definitely to win in my 
can, I have never because none of the weight class. Not only for me but for 
guys are actually my weight. That's the Christie to win and for all of us to come 
only reason you couldn ' t do it but home with it. I know that Christie can 
Christie has and she's fared pretty well 
too.(laughs) 
do it and I know that I can do it too. 
We're both really aggressive and we 
where most women week. Do you think we'll ever see a day when want it so I know we can do it. If that 
are weaker anyway. Do you miss it when you are off the women compete against guys in doesn't happen it's to learn, to learn 
Do you think what one day. boxing? something new that I didn't know 
you've learned at Yea I do, I do other things like I I don't really see that because its before. 
boxing would be do the push-ups and the sit ups and stuff such a physical sport. It's not like What do you see as the future of the 
useful for self like that. Now with the training they're basketball or soccer where the object DC Boxing Club? 
defense? wanting us to run at least two or three of the game is actually something other I think it's gonna get really big. I 
Yeah, even if it's times a week. than hitting the person. In boxing you think that soon this gym that we have is 
not physical, it's Do you find that it interferes with are supposed to hurt the people that you just gonna be way too small. Some days 
mental. You get the school work? 
attitude that you're Not at all, I've always been active. 
Christie Popowitz (left) trains with teammate stronger and you're If it wasn't this it was working out five 
tougher and you know days a week. You just budget your time. 
are in the ring with. Usually men are it already is. I think it's something that's 
stronger than women so I don't see that gonna grow into one of the college's 
happening. There is a good possibility better sports. 
that you could get hurt in the ring. I 
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Eracism 
Eracism is a one day event held in Surrey for "the elimina-
tion of racial discrimination." Each year the city of Surrey 
holds this event, designed to raise awareness of the rich 
cultural diversity found in the lower mainland, as well 
as raise awareness of the problem of racism. Paisley 
Suitcase headlined this year's Eracism event. 
This is their second year playing at the 
event. "We definitely feel that it's a worth-
while issue that deserves some atten-
tion," says Jon Anderson, guitarist and 
songwriter for Paisley. "We can cer-
tainly give one night to play a con-
cert. If we can stir someone's 
thoughts about [racism]. then 
we're glad to do it. The band 
agrees that racism is something 
often inherited from family. 
Drummer Kevin Wiebe ex-
plains . "I've got these 
three friends who live 
down in Tacoma, and all 
their fathers are cops. 
Tacoma has arguably the 
highest crime rate in 
America . These cops 
are extremely racist 
against blacks down 
there, because of all 
the gangs and stuff. 
This has rubbed off on 
their daughters, and 
now the daughters are 
racist, too. The daugh-
ters arc racist because 
that is the atmosphere in 
which they are brought 
up. As for myself, almost 
all my friends were from 
other countries when I was 
growing up, and that has in-
fluenced me a lot. I love 
traveling and placing myself in 
other people's cultures. I enjoy 
learning their language and their 
culture from them." "I don't think 
racism is a position of your heart 
though," says Jon. "It's a position of 
your mind. You have the ability to choose 
to he accepting or rejecting of others." I 
ask Jon what he thinks is the root cause of 
racism. "It comes down to spirituality. to be 
quite honest. I don't think the average person has 
a reason not to be racist. Humans are innately cor-
rupt. and I don't believe that outside of God; outside of 
true. sovereign love, racism will overcome us." Kevin has 
a different take on the question. "I think a lot of white people 
down in the states have their own problems, and they're taking it 
out on the blacks.'' This year's Eracism event was not well attended, 
lavorllt s• 
but the band is confident. "It's growing every year." Says Mark Reus, 
Paisley's bassist. The band isn't sure if they'll be back for next year's Eracism 
get back together again sometime next year. 
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SEXLESS COGS 
.JUST CALL ME 
I heard it again, just the other day. I was talking about a new dance choreographed by local 
choreographer Joe Laughlin, and mentioned a review of the performance by a Georgia 
Strait writer. 
The person I was talking to told me not to believe what the reviewer had 
written and added, "I think she's homophobic." 
Homophobic. What a powerful word. Or what about everybody's 
favorite term, redneck? And how about racist? Now that's a word 
with a lot of punch behind it. Implicit in its connotation are 
elements of fear and hate. It has become a staple word 
in the lexicon of liberal moralists. 
People who are racist cast judgment on others, 
and thus shouldn't be listened to. To call some-
one a racist is to disempower what they say, 
and it symbolizes an alarming trend in lib-
eral ideology - inclusionary discrimina-
Inclusionary dis-
crimination, in its most common 
form, is the acceptance of people 
based solely on their race, creed 
or sexual orientation. While 
more laudable than exclud-
ing for the same reason, it 
still is casting judgment on 
people for what they are, 
not who they are. 
Inclusionary dis-
crimination has devel-
oped its own form of 
exclusionary 
language. Words 
iE nrfu· and 
homophobic and mi-
sogynist. These 
words are the 90's 
versions of nigger, 
faggot and bitch. It 
has, in effect, de-
veloped into a form 
of reverse discrimi-
nation, an intellec-
tual discrimination. 
The discriminated 
have become the dis-
criminators, but that's 
okay. It's their right to. 
. ·' 
It is ironic, be-
cause liberal moralists are 
building their kingdom on 
the smoking ruins of 'ltifC 
exclusionary discrimination. 
The structure is different, but 
the foundation is the same. 
To call someone a racist is just as 
discriminatory as calling someone a 
nigger. But what if it's true? What if 
they are racist? So? According to my dic-
tionary, a nigger is "a Negro or member of 
any dark-skinned people." It can be true as 
well. Yes, it is a vile and offensive term, but 
only because we have associated it with a certain 
set of connotations. When we use the term racist, we 
are using a word that has its own set of connotatins. 
To prevent what author Richard Bernstein calls "a dicta-
torship of virtue" from coming about, people need to start talking 
'to' one another, not 'about' one another. People need to stop con-
demning others and start communicating. 
Simple, yes. Some would argue simplistic as well. But it is upon this 
foundation of interpersonal communication that we should build our system of societal 
ideals and not on the idea that we can .include or exclude people just because of their sex, 
race, creed, religion, age ... whatever. An individual is an individual, and we should learn to like or 
dislike that person because of who they are as an individual. Not what they are as a member of a group. 
People are afraid to say what they truly think or feel here at Douglas, so they use graffiti as an outlet for their feelings. 
We should not be afraid to listen to what people have to say. Even if we disagree with them. Even if we think what they're saying is 
wrong. For if I refuse to listen to someone who has ideas which might be considered racist, how can I expect him to listen to me? If we 
refuse to listen, we deny the individual. If we try and place convenient labels on people, we deny the individual. 
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by Trent Ernst 
"If you're short, a woman and wearing a 
straightjacket, you have no credibility at all." 
Thus says Moo, the title character in this black 
comedy aeout dysfunctional family relationships. 
Moo, played with heart and emotion by 
The Other Press April 5, 1995 
James Earl Jones) it seems, is a ratter. He ap- video screen, and their character appears on the 
proaches relationships as a sport. Moo is the first video. This effect is used sparingly and to great 
woman to ever get the better of him. He loves effect. 
her passionately, and he hates her for it. The second half embodies both the best and 
There were strong performances all around. worst aspects of this play. Strong writing, strong 
Special note has to go to Chelle Tanner who plays acting, but I just couldn't bring myself to believe 
six different characters, all of which were distinct, any of these college-aged actors were old and de-
many of which were memorable (especially a hi- crepit. As Moo, Tracy had the worst go of it. I just , 
larious role as Harry's third wife). But it is Justin could not bring myself to believe that this inno-
Gilbert who has the best role in the play - five cent-looking, fresh-faced young actress was actu-
minutes as a psychotic hotel clerk on a small tropi- ally a jaded, cynical old woman with an attitude 
cal island. and an eternity of problems behind her. I can sus-
that is the underlying theme driving Moo. No- The staging is quirky and enjoyable. There's pend disbelief with the best of them, but that was 
body in this play listens to what anyone else says. no set, as such. Rather, the actors strut! and frett pushing it. 
The story rambl~s all over the space-time upon an odd, asymmetrical stage, with boxes act- All and all, Moo is a very enjoyable, risk-
continuum, focusing on key incidents in the life ing as chairs and desks. Scenes are 'defined' by taking play. It's an ambitious project, and to a 
of Moo and her family. It is to the credit of the an image projected upon a video projection screen large extent it fulfills its goals admirably. Credit 
script (penned by Vancouver playwright Sally at the back of the stage. If the action is inside the goes to both the acting, and the strong sense of 
Tracy Swaile, has just been committed to a men- Clark) and the cast that the play never looses co-
tal institution by her husband Harry, and is mar- hesiveness. 
mental ward, for instance, there's a picture of a direction provided by Drew Young. 
hospital. If it's Moo's birthday, there's a picture 
veiling over the fact that everyone believes her Moo 's husband Harry, (played by Rory of balloons. 
insane. Nobody, it seems, will listen to her, and Feore, who has the best speaking voice since For outdoor scenes, actors walk up to the 
A good woman a 
I, 
bad man 
Strong performances all around make The Good Woman of Setzuan a memoriable experience 
by Paul Andrew 
The audience attending opening night of The 
Good woman of Setzuan were treated to a per-
formance that rivaled the world of theatre in gen-
eral. The maturity of the actors on stage provided 
the depth that is sometimes missing in college 
produced plays. 
her, a small tobacco shop in a seedy part of town. tremely entertaining. There is something mysteri- of distant relatives. Macpherson's acting ability 
But just when it looks like her generosity has bro- ous about seeing a woman in a man's clothing. is equaled by his strong voice and musical ability. 
ken her, a distant cousin of Shen Te arrives to take Wilson definitely has a future in theatre. Aaron Johnston is equally hilarious as Mr. Shu 
control and weed out the riff-raff that is destroy- There are certain parallels between Shen Te 
ing her life. and Yang sun that the audience bears witness to 
During all the freeloading which has now in this play. Shen Te is so overly generous and 
taken over Shen Te's life, she still manages to find good, the townspeople can't help but take advan-
Beginning with an hilarious opening that had the time to fall in love with Yang Sun (Doron tage of her. On the other hand, her distant cousin 
the players running through the seated audience Bell), a grounded pilot who is desperate to return (also played by Wilson), is a take charge-no non-
towards an actor-less stage, and ending with an to the air. sense person who has an undeniable air of author-
incredibly corny conclusion, Good Woman filled Enter our villain. ity that commands respect. 
the space in-between with nothing short of top- Yang Sun takes advantage of the pretty but Yang Sun, who starts out as a down and out 
notch entertainment. gullible Shen Te, until he isn' t even pretendmg to pilot ready to commit suicide, also comes on as a 
An amazing variety of characters helped set cover .up his motive for marriage. Fortunately at person who has suffered a grave injustice. And 
the scene in a town that we were led to believe as the last minute, Yang Sun is found out to be a gosh darn it, he's a nice guy too. Yang Sun's very 
being somewhere in Yugoslavia. But with names manipulative con-man, and forced to rely on his presence invites Shen Te's pity, which he readily 
like Fing, fong, Shen Te and Yang Sun, one might own means to make something of himself. accepts. But just when Yang Sun gets what he 
also have the impression of being somewhere in I am amazed at how these youthful actors can wants, he too changes- into the worst kind of per-
China. memorize all of the dialogue that was written into son there is; someone who uses affection to get 
Good Woman explores the tragedy that be- this play. And Lorraine Wilson's soliloquy in the the advantage. Doron Bell is down right scary 
stows a girl who just can't say no, even when it second act is especially entertaining. Wilson man- when he changes from good guy to bad guy. Ku-
may be for her own good. Distant relatives and ages to project herself, and the giddiness of the dos' to Bell for such a strong performance. 
friends of friends take advantage of Shen Te (Lor- moment, quite admirably. Wilson also makes the Other stand out performances included Dean 
raine Wilson), and the only means avai )able to transition from Shen Te to her distant cousin ex- Macpherson as the jolly grandfather of the group 
The Cherry Orchard 
Cavendish and cast do a mean Checkov 
Due to space constraints, this re-
view was unable to run last issue, 
but the play was just so gosh dam 
good, and the review so eloquent, 
we just had to run it. 
by Trent Ernst 
A giant bookshelf stands in the corner of the 
stage. But irs not really a bookshelf. It's a meta-
phor. But a metaphor for what? 
Like all good Russian literature. Checkov's 
theatrical masterpiece has many dimensions and 
"Cut it down," argues the mer-
chant Lopakhin (Stephen E. 
Miller) , a symbol of the emerging 
middle class. "Cut it down," and 
build instead a ' resort' for tourists. 
But she will not. and so is ulti-
mately doomed. 
Sharing her fate is her fam-
ily: Her brother Goyev, (played by 
a larger than life Norman Brown-
ing) a posturing man given to pre-
tentious speeches, but whose 
layers of meaning. Every act rendered ' means' greatest desire is one more game 
something. The true genius of The Cherry Or- of pool , ("Double off the white, 
chard is that Checkov manages to make it all 
blisteringly funny as well. 
yellow ball in the side pocket.") 
and her two daughters, Varya and 
Anya, played by Kelli Fox and 
Ruth Mcintosh. respectively. 
Each of the main characters 
is delightfully dense: there is no 
Fu, who never seems to be at a loss for anecdotes. 
I never did figure out why the 'Gods' had 
such a major role in this production, but I'm sure 
director Allan Lysell had a good reason. Also, the 
lighting and technical personnel seemed to achieve 
the desired special effects when called upon. 
A special mention should also be given to 
Tim Hart for the original music he composed for 
this production. It's not very often I enjoy an in-
terruption in a play for the sake of a song. In this 
play however, the music was well suited to the 
actors who performed the songs and the melodies 
were very well crafted. 
Lysell supervised this fine troupe of actors 
through what must have been an incredible chal-
lenge. I have heard modernizing a playwright like 
Bertolt Brecht is no cake-walk. All who were in-
volved in The Good woman of Setzuan should be 
proud. 
The Cherry Orchard is set in pre-Revolution-
ary Russia around the turn of the century. It re-
volves around the estate of Madame Ranevskaya 
(A charmingly foolish Nichola Cavendish, who 
has great power and presence on-stage) which is 
to be auctioned off to pay the family 's accumu-
lated debt. 
sense of two-dimensional characters. From the 
comedic Firs (Robert Clothier, better known as 
the Beachcombers' Relic) who utters the immor-
tal line, ·'Life has gone on and I feel I still haven't 
lived," to the revolutionary Yasha. played by 
Steve Griffith. 
carry its own weight. In the Playhouse's produc- say that the character is meant to be irritating. 
The glory days of old Russia are gone, but 
M. Ranevskaya is unable to adapt. And so, like 
the orchard upon her estate that "used to produce 
good fruit," she is out of place in the new Russia. No matter how good the play, the acting must 
tion there were a number of outstanding perform- This production of the Cherry Orchard is su-
ances. Perhaps the least palatable performance premely enjoyable, and for all the right reasons. 
was that of Lisa Waines, as the crude, overbear- Great acting, great dialogue, ("You're not above 
ing serving girl Dunyasha, who yells at top of her love ... you're a nincompoop!") and subtle symbol-
lungs. 'T m so delicate." One is willing to give ism that only adds to the depth and power of this 
Ms. Waines the benefit of a doubt, though, and piece. 
, 
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It is the very model of a modern major success-
vancouver Opera1S new production breaths new life into Gilbert and Sullivan classic 
by Trent Ernst when he sings of the girls "refinement." 
Opera has an undeserved reputa- Frederic meets Mabel (Kathleen 
. tion. Fat women, pointy hats, steel bras Brett, who has a marvelous voice and 
- you know the schtick. Those takes her vocal ornamentation to comic 
naysayers perpetuating this rumor have extremes) and Ruth is history. The pi-
obviously never seen a Gilbert and rates return to claim the rest of the girls 
Sullivan Opera before. Especially a as brides, but are persuaded not to 
production of this caliber. when the girl's father, (Eric Roberts, 
Pirates of Penzance is Gilbert and whose spoken lines are just as enjoy-
Sullivan's best known work, and has able to listen to as his singing.) the 
been done to death. Every once in a 
while, a production like this comes 
along to revive..-it. . 
The curtain rises (a fascinating 
event in and of itself. 100 feet wide, at 
least 40 feet tall, it goes up quickly, 
"Major-General" of the song I am the 
very model of a modern Major-Gen-
eral, lies to save his daughters from this 
terrible fate. 
At the start of the second half, we 
discover that Frederic was born on Feb-
smoothly, silently. I get shivers every ruary 29th, and thus is, technically five, 
time) on a pirate's cove. Here we are and still the pirate's charge until the 
introduced to the pirates, to whom our year 1940. Mabel promises to wait for 
hero, Frederic (sung by Gordon Gietz, him, and after he leaves, decides to 
in his first appearance with the Van- fulfill his mission of wiping out all the 
couver Opera), is indentured to until pirates for him. 
his 21st birthday, which they are eel- Of course, everything works out 
ebrating this very day. in the end. The joy of Pirates is the 
Frederic tells his companions that twists and turns taken to get to the 
he loves them like brothers, but he happy ending. There are some nice 
hates what they stand for. The only rea- touches which are true to the original 
son he remained with the crew for so spirit of Gilbert and Sullivan, includ-
long is his overwhelming sense of duty. ing a lovely shot at the CBC. 
The pirates, disappointed at You can tell that the cast is enjoy-
Frederic's decision to exterminate ing every minute of the performance, 
them, leave him upon the beach with and that joy is transferred to the audi-
his nurserymaid who has raised 
Frederic from a child, and is now en-
gaged to be married to her charge. 
Frederic, you see, has never seen any 
other woman, and has been persuaded 
by Ruth (Joyce Castle) that she is a 
fine figure of a woman. 
You can see it coming, can't you? 
Moments after the pirates leave, doz-
ens of beautiful young women swarm 
the beach, and Frederic is enthralled. 
There is a world of meaning in his voice 
ence. Special note goes to Douglas 
alumni Karen Ydenburg, who plays 
Kate. Her expressiveness, even when 
singing with the chorus is captivating. 
Vancouver Opera's next 
production is Madama Butter-
fly. The show opens April 29, 
and is running for two weeks. 
Call 683-0222 for more de-
tails. 
Bu·y son1e Chapstick 
You wouldn 1t want to get Dry Lips 
by Bert C. Ennah ingly sexist, overtly stupid, and 
stereotypically drunk? 
Dry Lips Oughta Move To Okay, so it isn't all that simple. 
Kapuskasing is an impressive play, The play spends two hours rambling 
but unfortunately not for the right rea- through moderately humourous and 
sons. With this production, the Arts somewhat interesting bits of b.s., just 
Club can boast one of the largest to end in a (GASP!) it-was-all-a-dream-
mountings ever of a play written by a so-those-stereotypes-don't-really-exist-
First Nations author and that's great. so-don't-you-go-worry catastrophe. 
It also stars a whole slew of local first You certainly don't have to be a big 
nation thespians; that's super as well. fan of Dallas to know how much It Was 
It's too bad the play itself isn't nearly All A Dream endings suck. And, joy of 
as lofty as the milestones it represents. joys, we've got one here. 
The brilliant "living landscape" It all makes sense in a roundabout 
set, faintly lit by a gorgeous full moon, way; the horrid amusement park mir-
gives false hope that the show will ror versions of the Wasaychigan Hill 
come through. Several "oohs" and a reserve tum out to be a bad dream, and 
number of "aaahhhs" dot the venue as the chips finally fall to show a man, a 
inquisitive patrons reach their seats, woman, and their newborn child. The 
but alas, they are for the most part de- message (supposedly) being that no 
nied a satisfying night. matter where you're from, or where you 
Dry Lips, written by Tomson live, you still revel in the same basic 
Highway, is the depiction of life (a!- pleasures in life ... The mistake is in 
beit a rather abnormal one) on the fie- taking two hours to get there. 
titious Wasaychigan Hill reserve. It When someone preaches one way 
tells a tale of a handful of for two hours, then at the end says, 
Wasaychiganites, none of whom are "And by the by, everything I've just 
portrayed in a positive light. This is the said is crap, so don't believe a word of 
point that most confused me; if a First it," you feel ripped off. Well, I won't 
Nations playwright, especially one as disappoint you that way, as Dry Lips 
accomplished as Highway, has the op- will. This play is just plain bad. 
portunity to paint a public image of his 
own people, why would he choose to 
make all the characters gross carica-
tures? Why would everyone be disgust-
Pirate King Theodore Baerg threatens Major General Eric Roberts in Pirates of Penzance 
After 4 Years, 
25 Courses and 974 
Multiple Choice 
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Thing You Want Is 
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687-5891 
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FUNKY, DANCEABLE 
The Shume ons 
CiTR with special guests SOUL CRIB 
PR~~ION plus SILICONE SOULS 
THURSDAY. APRIL 6 DOORS8:30PM 
AN EVENING OF BLUES/ROCK 
BIG SUGAR 
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS SEVENTH STONE 
SATURDAY • APRIL 8 • Doors 8:30pm 
BOURBON TABERNACLE CHOIR 
with Spteial Guests SPIRIT MERCHANTS I CAPTAIN TRACTOR 
FRIDAY • APRIL 14 
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The Dead Milkmen 
Live at the Trocadero 
Restless Records 
After listening to the Dead Milk-
men's latest effort, it is understandable 
This compilation of the Chief- why they have not been heard from very 
tains' music is excellent. It is sooth-
ing and relaxing to listen to and pos-
sess elements of joy, peace, heroism, 
and anguish. 
Sweet, dramatic ballads are sung by 
Sinead O'Connor, Sting, Mick 
Jagger and many other talented musi-
cians. 
much in the last two or three years. 
They have probably been hiding form 
the record company that owns the dis-
tribution rights to this recording. Add 
to that the amazing feat of putting out 
a live recording when they are actually 
Dead, and you've got a real mess on 
your hands if you purchased this cd. 
Every song on this cd sounds ex-
Wayne Kramer 
The Hard Stuff 
Epitaph 
actly the same. With the exception of 
Scottish pipes, and flutes. All of the the irritating way the Milkmen ad lib 
songs are gigantic waves of sensational lyrics and spew bad taste jokes in-be-
sounds that lift you into a different 
The CD maintains a strong Irish 
influence throughout using fiddles, 
tween and during every trac, there 
CD 
genre of music, untouched by many. It doesn 't seem to be much substance 
reminded me of music that would be here. The music on this cd might be 
playing in a local pub, with lively men 
in work boots and red faces, sitting 
around drinking beer, happily forget-
ting their troubles. 
Wayne Kramer is back with The 
Hard Stuff While he's not exactly a 
household name, Kramer is widely ac-
knowledged as one of the godfathers 
of punk. 
the Milkmen's attempt at a cross be-
tween garage style rock and seventies 
punk, but it comes out sounding like 
the Clash after they've been in a real 
Next time you're mindlessly wan- bad a car accident. The instruments 
As guitarist and co-founder of the dering around the mall, stop into a don't even sound like they are in tune 
Mcs Kramer Was an l·nfluence on record store and BUY THIS CD. It is 
' with each other-(perhaps the Milkmen 
early punks including The Clash, Patti worth every penny you will spend. do that on purpose?) 
Smith, The Ramones and the Dead Laura Miller Whatever the Dead Milkmen are 
Boys. Hell, even The King of Rage him-
self, Henry Rollins, gets all giddy like 
a little fanboy when speaking of 
"Brother" Wayne Kramer. 
The Hard Stuff has a darker, 
harder edge to it than a lot of current 
punk, evident in song titles like Bad 
Seed, Junkie Romance and Poison. 
David Lee Roth once described 
Van Halen's tunes as folk music de-
livered at high velocity from a shotgun. 
The Hard Stuff is more like a brass-
knuckled fist in the face, up close and 
personal. Call it punk if you want but 
this is basically just badass, no-frills 
rock n'roll with an attitude, which is 
really what any good punk should be. 
Melvins 
Stoner Witch 
Atlantic 
Having said that, I have to point (Dedicated to the guy in the 
out that although he doesn't rely on Melvins shirt. You know who you are.) 
sheer chops as so many technique- Buzz and the boys are trying their 
minded guitarists do there is a techni- damndest to shake the epithet "Godfa-
cal proficiency behind everything thers of Grunge." One wishes them 
Kramer does on this album. Perhaps, luck, but they'll never succeed, because 
this is due to his diverse influences. it's true. 
Kramer summed up the move The Melvins have had a profound 
from simple three-chord rock to free- influence on the Seattle scene. Before 
form experimental "jazz-punk" that the they moved down to the Bay area of 
MC5 made in the late 60's in a Febru- San Francisco, they were close friends 
trying to achieve on their latest release, 
it doesn't amount to much.The inside 
sleeve states that some songs have been 
edited to remove restricted material. It 
also states that when possible the songs 
flow without interruption. However, it 
isn't clear which songs flow and which 
songs are edited. 
At the very best, this is a record-
ing that can be played at a party when 
no one's really paying attention. 
Paul Andrew 
Downbeat in the Jungle 
Various Artists 
CD 
ary, 1995 Guitar Player interview. with members of both Nirvana and This compilation of spastic techno 
" It was revealed to me in Trane Soundgarden. They have been attrib- and high energy dance music is beyond 
[John Coltrane] and Ornette's uted with "inventing" the slow, plod- annoying. 
[Ornette Coleman] music, the idea of ding guitar sound that makes the 
building rave-ups from regular songs, Seattle sound distinct from punk. 
Repetitive and nerve racking to 
listen to, I do not recommend listening 
and stretching them into these pieces 
beyond beat and key." 
This free-jazz influence shows up 
in two tracks on The Hard Stuff which 
On Stoner Witch, the Melvins go to it unless you enjoy extensive torture. 
all over the musical map. From the I would have rather cleaned the thick 
opening track Skweetis, which holds green slime from my ex-boyfriend's 
true to the mega-heavy, plodding sound toilet bowl with my bare hands instead 
are spoken word pieces set over loosely that they are known for to the speedy, of listening to this awful attempt at ere-
structured improvisations. The first is in your face Sweet Willy Rollbar, there ating music. 
Incident on Stock Island and the sec- are elements of Seattle grunge, as well All the songs sound the same and 
ond a "hidden' ' track (number 40), as moments reminiscent of Metallica. have little artistic distinction. (If you 
which is a lament for the late Charles The first half of the album is as can even understand what they are 
BQkowski. straightforward and radio friendly as singing). It does have U.K. Apache and 
The rest of the album is strewn the Melvins get (as in, not very). The DJ Dextrous as contributors, but they 
with heavy riffs and songs that seethe second half strays into a more experi- do not even enhance the collection with 
with intensity but stop short of all-out mental vein. At the Stake clocks in at their monotonous offerings . E a c h 
rage. Kramer's a little more subtle than eight minutes. Magic Pig Detective song has been specially enhanced to 
that. He doesn't smack the listener in begins with three and half minutes of play at 180 beats per minute as com-
the head with a testosterone bat, and surpassingly listenable guitar noise. pared to 80 or 90 beats, increasing its 
doesn't rely on the whiny angst that so This is not the album for every- already manic tribal screams into com-
many other bands do. one. Very few people could stand lis- plete gibberish. It 's not like placing 
Make no mistake though, this al- tening to nine minutes plus of spacy yourself in the jungle as the CD sug-
bum is hard. Henry Rollins puts it per- sonic experiments on the album-clos- gests. it's more like throwing yourself 
fectly in the liner notes. '"This is the ing Lividity. But for the chosen few, the into a band of psychotic shriekers for 
hard stuff. Hard as bullets. hard as the Melvins offer a musical revelation; an 63 minutes and 12 seconds. I have only 
street you"re going to have to go out 
and survive tClday." 
Kevin Sallows 
aural experience unlike anything you 
have ever heard before. 
Trent Ernst 
one question for those of you who ac-
tually enjoy this garbage. WHY? 
Laura Miller 
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-Waiting for success to fail 
On the eve of success, Art Bergmann discusses failure 
by D.G. Black with vacuum, is howling around me. spoken, slightly lisping voice. At 42, 
Bergmann's face is etched with he is signed to Sony for a seven record 
Bergmann is late for the interview. years spent working outside of contract. Bergmann, ever the optimist, 
The Town Pump's floor at four o'clock mainstream success, and the occasional figures he is worth about two before 
on a Saturday afternoon is a sight to slip into the world of substance abuse. they cut him loose. 
behold: Broken beer mugs; broken bot- He could be considered the Stompin' Art Bergmann has seen it all be-
ties; and a gloss of floor beer that never Tom Connors of Canadian punk rock. fore. And all before that. He started 
made it into patrons' mouths, yet sur- But in his hooded light-green eyes, there playing with the Mount Lehman Grease 
vives to stick to the soles of my boots. is a wisdom, a sincerity, a humanity. Band in the early 70's, then a mulitude 
Nearby, a cleaner is sweeping the I find out he has favourite local of others, most notably the Young 
casualties into ~ clustpan while the bands such as Copyright and Sex with Canadians and the Los Popularos. He 
band and sound men prepare for Nixon, and that he prefers cooking Thai went solo with Art Bergmann and 
Saturday night's gig, Art Bergmann's food, especially when using prawns. Poisoned in 1983, and after signing to 
first since his Sony release, What Fresh Then he is whisked off to complete the Toronto's Duke Street Records in 1987, 
Hell Is This?, came out February 14th. sound-check. I am left recording the . he released the over-produced Crawl 
When a soundman asks where Art vacuum sucking up cigarette butts and With Me, followed by the raw Sexual Art Bergmann when he's not wearing out a batch of fans. 
is, a band member says he is at a wayward pennies. In the distance, the Roulette. After Duke Street's demise, 
Hastings Street pawn shop, getting his sound of vocals mean the band has now he was in career-limbo untill991 when is interesting to see not only the band we trying too hard?" and, "Just an-
guitar back. becomeBergmannized. Polygram picked him up for one self- drinking the bottled French water other batch of fans to wear out." Fi-
Bergmann finally arrives, Later that evening, returning for titled release, then abruptly dropped which spells Naive backwards, but also nally, after some consultation off stage 
immediately gravitating towards a table the gig, I find a sold-out show. Just after him when he apparently didn't elicit the Bergmann. When beer slowly replaced by somebody, perhaps his manager, he 
of female scenesters, who look up with midnight, Art Bergmann and band record sales they expected. the bottled water, I sighed with relief; came back to the microphone to pro-
an acolyte's awe, offering their takes the stage. CBC Stereo's Satur- "Sony is going to sell my music, beer and rock musicians are as inter- claim: "I've been told to shut up and 
cigarettes on request. He looks typically day evening program, Real Time, is God knows how. I don't know what twined as bureaucrats and regulations. play." 
dishevelled: Hair sticking awry, the kind there to broadcast Bergmann live to the their angle is, but I figure radio has Between songs, Bergmann utters Will Art Bergmann continue to 
Platinum Blonde needed hair-holding country. maybe caught up to me, or caught up self-deprecatory remarks about his and sabotage his career? Perhaps it's part 
products for; a mint green overcoat They open with a new tune, to some of the bands that are coming the band's performance to the audience. of his stage personna. Or could it be 
hangs on slightly hunched shoulders; Beatles in Hollywood. After three up now," he says with a weary sigh. After a song didn't draw the amount of that in order to make a decent living as 
followed by black jeans that lead to songs from his new album, Bergmann's "Whereas radio was such a closed shop applause he seemed to require at the a poet/musician, and reach creative 
black boots, these ones slightly more trademark sweat-soaked shirt is visible. with bands such as Glass Tiger, Hay- moment, Bergmann blurts in the mi- success, he resents being exploited by 
fashionable than the early 80's style I admired his tenacity, his drive; the wire, and Bryan Adams." crophone: "Are you bored, yet?!" a multi-national such as Sony? What-
"Peter Pan get-away boots" I used to need to get up on stage, to record mu- Bergmann's songs are more expe- The audience replied, almost as ever his reasons, the man has a big tal-
see him in. sic that opens up his life to a some- rience-driven (mostly bad experience- self-consciously as the question was ent, a lot more stories, and a lot more 
He stands smoking the borrowed times blank-faced audience. driven) than any of those banal acts. delivered: "No!?!" hurt to come out in his songs and 
butt, looking sheepishly at the rest of I asked him why he was still do- As well, he has the retro-hurdle to Bergmann continues with, "Are performances. 
his band who by now are cranking out 
his songs, without his growling vocals. 
ing it. "Why? Good question, good jump. "Classic Rock is killing me," he 
With the band thundering 
question. It's what I do. I figured out 
it's what I do. I kinda burned all my 
says with an ironic laugh. 
Bergmann has been known to 
Bergmann's songs into the cavernous bridges as far as straight jobs go over drink. And do drugs. Sometimes when 
Town Pump, I am ushered into the front the years. So, I'm kinda stuck with my he drinks, he becomes belligerent. It 
to ask him some questions. The cleaner, lot in life now," he tells me in his soft-
On Texture, Treehouse and Paisley 
Laura waxes eloquent on three hot local bands 
by laura Miller room had their eyes glued to the band. To end their set friends from the 
The streets of Gastown were all By the time they played the last song I crowd roared on the stage and contrib-
blocked off on March 17 because some was very impressed with their sound uted to the St. Patrick's Day festivities, 
psychotic idiot decided to hold a gun and their attitudes. It started of fast singing along buoyantly, hyperactive 
to his head, threatening to take his own and gigantic then transited to a slow energy swarming the room. 
life. lazy groove that made my eyes feel As for Texture I cannot plug these 
Normally I would allow my re- heavy and my head roll to the side. guys enough. There music is dark, mys-
porter's instinct to guide me to the route Then WHAM they ripped back into terious and overwhelming. It's like 
of the problem, but on this particular heavy bass and screaming guitars. they're pleading for understanding and 
night I ignored the yellow tape and When Treehouse started making gearing the crowd towards hypnosis. 
police cruisers and focused my atten- their way onto the stage to set up their Even though the crowd began to 
tion on reaching the Hungry Eye. avid fans waited anxiously on the dance get smaller on the dance floor the en-
Much to my disappointment I floor. They began their set bumbling ergy was magnetic. Every song was a 
missed Spiritual Heroin, and this made on with excitement which pulled me mind blowing experience that ripped 
me even angrier with the nutso on the 
roof of that building. 
I did arrive in time to see Paisley 
Suitcase and they were wicked. For 
only three guys they have a huge sound 
that knocks you back a few steps and 
then draws you back closer and closer. 
right off my stool , my feet moving ex-
citedly with the music. They looked 
like they were having way too much 
fun on the stage, playing for an ecstatic 
crowd. 
They have a slight country sound 
but its too bouncy and funky to fall 
through me. They have a power over 
their audiences that makes them feel 
at ease and relaxed but holds their 
hands through every song. 
This was definitely one of the best 
shows I have seen in several weeks 
because every band contributed their 
The crowd was fairly tame, with under any category. It reminded me of own, rare qualities to make the show 
~ a few souls daring to throw their body kindergarten when you get to sit around the best it possibly could be. 
onto the dance floor and get into the the piano and sing "If you're happy and 
groove but everyone in the hot, crowded you know it..." and "Zippity Do Da." 
BctARDWALK 
BILLIARDS 
Monday -Thursday- 11.AM-6PM 
* Buy 1 Daily Lunch Special & 1 Hour 
Pool for $10.00 
Tuesdays 11 AM-6PM 
* All you can play pool $10.00per person 
(Not Yallcl with any other promotion) 
········a.;y·=.·-~~.;iii.-POOI&ieceive······· 
the Next 1/2 Hour FREE 
BOARDWALK BILLIARDS 
CWitll coupon_ ........ Aprtl30/1t5) 
CNcJfi(T 782 COlumbia St. • 527-8819 
-
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Music West invades Vancouver 
High-tech and do-it-yourself major themes 
of this years' music industry conference and fes~val 
by Scott Simmer Electronic Frontier Foundation, will organizers call the Digital Cafe - 'a 
Once again early May becomes be in town to talk about the new era of series of sites ... that will showcase lead-
the heyday of aspiring career musicians intellectual property copyrights and the ing edge technologies from the conver-
as Vancouver's Music West Confer- sale of music in the near future. gence of television, computers and tel-
ence and festival for the music indus- As well, Ricky Adar is a man who ecommunications.' Sounds to me like 
try gears up for May 11-14. has been granted the right from the you get to play with lots of neat com-
Music West brings to Vancouver British government to sell music on the puter toys like interactive TV, CO-
hundreds of local and national bands toll-free global computer network- the ROM's and Virtual Reality from sta-
and music industry types to hosta fes- Internet - which, in essence, leads to a tions that will be scattered at areas 
tival that reaches its grips into over 30 trend which could take 'Industry' out throughout the multitude of conference 
venues in Vancouver. of the Music Industry. He' II be in town, centers, exhibition halls and live mu-
Want tQ..£eea bunch of new, origi- at least virtually through the 'Net, to sic venues. 
nal bands at the beginning of your sum- lead discussion about this hot topic of Finally, Music Show '95, the 
mer? You got it. Hundreds of original, music economics. name of the music demonstration ex-
unsigned acts submit their demo tapes Through several conferences, travaganza, is hosting an auction of new 
for review by the fesitval organizers. If Music West gives the attendee a chance and used musical instruments, and two 
accepted (mmm ... ok) they are invited to learn about many aspects of the talent contests with prizes of over 
to play one of hundreds of fesiti val gigs, humogoliod music business from those $15,000 in two categories. The eel-
perhaps to be seen and heard by the people who live it. One conference ebration of Rhythm and Drum is the 
visiting music industry suits. topic is What Can I do for You led by percussion category (18 and under, 19 
Music West is more than a music Connie Ambrosch (Bug Music, Eng- and over) and the Star Fret Guitar Com-
festival. One of the major roles of land) and Mick Rossi (Unity Records, petition is for all the up'n'coming Van 
Music West is the bring-together of the London, England) who will teach such Halens. 
Split Level 
Independent 
Wow. Nirvana! Or was that Pearl 
Jam? 
There are some really nice riffs 
on this independent release by Split 
Level, a new up and coming lower 
mainland trio, but one can't help but 
think Seattle upon first listen. 
Unfortunately the second and 
third listenings do nothing to dispel 
that opinion. Which isn't so bad, if 
you're partial to that whole grunge 
thing. Singer Brent Miller (who also 
plays all the guitar on this album) has 
April 5, 1995 
Sludge 
Coquitlam 
Bang-on Records 
Boy, the name just says it all, 
don't it? 
Sludge is a local hard-core band 
that probably won't be winning many 
awards for a while yet. Big, Black 
Sabbath sounding guitars drive 
Sludge. Guitarist Yuzak churns and 
burns while the rest of the band strug-
gles to keep up. 
And there's the problem. Be-
cause drummer D'arcy Gog just 
doesn't have the chops to match. He 
makes a good go of it, but when it 
people who know (successful musi-1 skills as finding and identifying the The deadline, for all those inter-
dans , promoters, producers and the people you need to know to have a ca- ested in entering (DC music students, 
like) and the people who want to know, reer in the music industry. Other con- make us proud!), is April 14th. Entry 
namely independent musicians and Ference topics are "Sales and Promo- forms are available at your friendly 
technicians. tion" (getting your music bought), neighborhood music store. 
a low, throaty voice with which he can comes down to the crunch, he just 
do a tremendous Eddie Vedder. can't hack it. His situation isn't helped 
The conference and workshop as- ''Thriving as an Independent" (pros and Music West '95 is being held May It's fun playing "name the influ- by the fact that it sounds like his 
ence." "Oh, that guitar riff sounds an drums were recorded on a ghetto 
awful lot like Nirvana!" (lntro to I blaster. I cringed in embarrassment 
Care). "Are they trying to do listeningtohisraggedtimekeepingon 
Soundgarden, or Black Sabbath?" some songs, especially Power of Sug-
(Reality). Or "Hey! Moanjam!" gestion. 
pect of Music West is especially excit- cons of doing the independent thing) 11-14 throughout Vancouver. Parties 
ing this year. Want to know how dig- and "Looking for Loot" (the 'how to' interested in volunteering to work for 
ita! technology and the Internet will guide to financing music projects). the event should contact Joline, at Mu-
affect the creation and sale of music? Another cool, high tech feature of sic West, __ _ 
John Perry Barlow, co-founder of the Music West '95 is what the conference 
96:.1 . I .... . 
ONLY 
Call (604} 733-7469 
For Groups of 12 or more 
Must be 19 years and over. • Package available Tues.-Thurs. only 
,. 
(Drive). But the band does not rise It might not have been so notice-
above the sum of its influences. One able if singer Conally Fin hadn't been 
is not sure if they are even trying. They 
seem to be having too much fun 
sounding "Seattle." And when you get 
right down to it, you can only go so 
far sounding like someone else. 
Now for the good news. Guitar-
ist Brent Miller (who, strangely 
enough, does lead vocals as well) is a 
strong player, with a good ear for 
so gawdawful. In concert, his strained 
vocals might be adequate, partially 
hidden behind the rest of the band. 
Here, however, his vocals are ex-
posed, spartan, and ha~d on the 
nerves. 
I don't doubt that Sludge has a 
lot of energy live. However, the trans-
lation to disc leaves something to be 
soloing. Drummer Kenton Wiens and desired. 
bassist Rene Robert form a solid To end on a positive note, garage 
rhythm section, though Kenton's cym- bands out there should take heart. Be-
hal work is occasionally excessive. cause if these guys can put out a CD, 
Split· Level has potential to de- anybody can. 
velop into a solid local band, but one 
really hopes that they get over their 
fascination with the Seattle sound and 
set out to find their own voice. 
Tapes are available for $6 by call-
ing Dave Wall at 377-0849. 
What a Loser! 
Glenn Garinter. vocalist 
for Coquitlam-based 
Beautiful Losers belts 
out a tune for the 
Hungry Eye audience at 
their February 22 gig. 
Beautiful Loser features 
DC's own Kem Lizee on 
guitar. 
Beautiful Loser's next 
gig will be April 11th at 
the Hungry Eye. Tickets 
are $5 at the door. 
Tickets for $2 off are 
available at the Other 
Press. 
Trent Ernst 
Trent Ernst 
April 5, 1995 
by Jason Kurylo 
kay, here goes with our third look at 
what's happening in the world of PC 
software ... (I finally managed to track 
down some non-game stuff!!!) 
.- -
t other sorcerers, ingenious You mee · all t natural d1sasters, 1\AaGiC QlRf_e ·· mfo:~::~~~e~::e to either avoid or f l' a o th . mana. You have 
. destroy to possess etr e 
Bullfrog I Electromc Arts a wealth of spells to do so, but the gam 
ibm pc cd rom . lmost never easy. 
lS a of video game Wow. arne In fact a crack team 
The Other Press 
I 
site Uce~ses available: coljiact 
VRL at (805) 781 ;2250 
' When I fi,tst hea d the 
premise fJ:>r these edutainment 
titles, I salivated enough to stain 
my ~atpet. In f~,. . I probably 
cQ(il\1 have bottleiht and sold it 
17 
:~ :\· < 
'the surfaces of alien worlds. quick. . 
Basi&l.ly, the Explorer series [ suppose the ~ernie vjrfues 
PJtf.$ ' >t Jle data gathered by of such titles are nu~erous, but l' d 
_NASA s MageUan and Vikipg like to see something a little more 
spacecraft at your fingertips. A· provi)Cative • .Eyen if there was a 
. l. '\ ~~- ~ 
su~idea,.rorsure. Unfortunately, voicEr o,.vet from some falll;()IUi 
these'titl¢sfail f9 properlY. furiri~ . ~~ieJ;J.tisf or~astronata~ (or ev1!)n 
the-user wjth a decent interface to,~-l_Eeonal'd'Nimgy .. :ptwould greatly 
enjoy all this pbenQmenat ~ientific~ '·~n ~ e.·the i.~<:rest ratio. Add, in'l.l. 
stuff. few quality shots of e Magellan/ 
Vlking spacecraft. and mayPe their 
flight paths, or somethhig, and 
you're getting even warmer. ,e 
Ma'"c Carpet is one thuper g . . . • ntly taking the carpet 
,.. f · d of rome: x.perts 1s curre . 
I 'd be best to quote a nen e 11 and despite havmg an to the_. state of California __ ' had 1 1 t me borrow cha enge, d s ' 
"Wow, man. you gotta e . . all ability to unlock secret co ~ • , een thinking. Instead, my 
• ~, The Explorers come down to 
three•factors: excellent concept, 
ak deve{§pjllent, at}d chintzy 
glitz.l'tl give th(s .cne.,a 'bUt of 
J(), b~t only f>~use ~ o . s~iM 
c~t)onaJ stOffin this forfu'fi1 
· bablY:·~on •t be so generous £ext 
this when you're done. Thls lS re y unc~ny heat keys, et al, they are findmg . iin.agination was running witH the 
cool." Eloquent, ain't he'? . th t deco e c a challenge just as I do. ~bility of full 3D rendei:i!J& of time.~ . , il 
I suppose I could leave lt ~t ah, the gamThe 's plety of levels, all more . 
f d of readmg t e ere · than the 
but I'm way too :ice (huh'?) to let difficultandmorechall.engm\ike this 
sound of my own shall . I uarantee that lf you 
·cy go to waste. So, last, g oney's worth. 
this opportum you'll get your m . 
game, . a few hours, hke 
It's not finishable m 't ll off we? Some of you may be familiar with 
l e Populous. Bullfrog's first re eas • s 
many releases. And, to top 1 a d. so . 3D roo e 
can hit FlO to go mto 
which allowed its many players and: 
d nurturing and loo ng 
to act as a go • EA is mainly 
fter their followers ( 
a for their sports games; ever 
known · ood 
you . eluded) or stereogram 
(glasses are 1dn t not included). 
mode (hea se ak at 
wARNJNG: 3D is not for the we 
f NHL '95'?). By bemg a g • 
heard o . d od players are 
benevolent, and kin g . ~ . kinda like 
rewarded with mana, whic lS 
ch111 stoma . . . . like the film Speed, 
This game 1s 
an omnipotent power source. ther 
Populus was ra 
. ~nyway, because of its ability 
add1cuve, partlY d but mostly 
to let the user play go • Millions of 
' t was neat. 
because 1 · · ·d hundred spinoffs 
copies, a sequel, an a et a welcome 
and copycats later, we g 
th characters themselves are 
in that e . raphlCS aren't all 
pretty th~n (1.\~ec~t moves along 
that detailed), . ·t It also 
. u never nouce 1 . 
so qmcldy yo the computer 
should be shown on r 
. f big screen theatre, o 
eqmvalent o a ax.imum effect. 
something close, for m mended 
0 · recom • A Pentium 9 lS .f ou 
dose of Magic. . dea of mana. and 
Carpet takes that 1 . 
. Uy for network play (1 y 
especla • ou slow to a crawl). 
network on 486 s, Y d p 486 
this copy on a hype u 
. . another directiOn. Here, 
stretches 1t m . th 
. ard's apprenuce ra er you'reaWlZ 
d and you possess freely 
a go , . 't 
rather than earnmg 1 
mana H w do 
devotion of followers. . o 
this, you ask'? Well, flymg on a 
carpet, of course... . 
The carpet control lS 
master, but once you do, watch 
the harder the better you get, 
like a 35" TV. I guess, 
and it ran fme 
)~ati~ .... A&. aren't meant to ·-~ I'VMp.~ don'tyouk carry large firearms, 
Am · -, now .. .), but once 
en can Laser Games game's a snap you do, the 
lBMPC d .. 
c .. ROM The dtalogue comes · 
liners before and after eac: one or t~o­
a law enforcem scene, With American L 
ow . aser Games (ALG) h. . ent officer giving helpful tots, or Judgin ns thts corner of th Mad D u e market. From 
og mcCree to s . 
the brand . , pace Pzrates to 
spankm new Drug W: ALG az, d fi . ars 
dogs in~ e t~Ite!y.and definitively to~ 
e pomt n shoot cate 
the games mentioned in tht's g?ry· All 
by ALG revtew are 
• and fall into th' ts category 
Most of ALG's games are sim . 
home versions of b' ply 
example M C tg arcade hits. For 
• c ree was one of th fi 
amusement hall e trst 
. games to successful! 
Incorporate a handheld y 
a · . gun rather than 
JOysttek. Others had tri d b 
did it right W.''- S'- e • ut McCree 
· no not Joh R 
another h nny ock was 
orne success · ·1 
This tech . . g your performance. 
scenes b:;ue ts entenaining for a few 
• soon becom . 
pedantic. If you're I . ~s t~tte and 
you w P aym thts thing 
. anna shoot some bad • 
listen to third rate . guys, not 
dialogue the actors gtve fourth rate 
once over (0 'f 
often the thirt · r, 1 you die 
• y-seventh over) 
their Ag~sselsls kabillions of ~opies of 
• o somebod . 
eating this stuff Y out there 1s 
it really entert _u~. Personally, I found 
minutes :ntng for about twelve 
' an moderate! · 
consuming f,o Y time 
r another half h 
rest of the time ( bo our. The 
w h a t 
they're 
doing than 
Cindy 
Crawford 
cooing 
a b o u t 
chafed lips 
and deman-
ding media 
~) 
The rest of 
the women, 
moll or killer you in the m·d • gnttt y putting 
p. t st of a thirties mob war 
trates warped . · toto space . h 
Klingonesque enemies and au •. Wtt 
ntverse-
That particular 
a little old, but it does 
to Drug Wars. 
you're a new cop on 
king." With just a 
a six-shooter you must 
two to finish t•h a ut another hour or 
e game) w 
respect for the tot .' as out of 
W'th al cheesmess of it all 
t out thatfroma I . 
playin •. ge, wouldn 'ta kept 
0 Each level consists of four scenes 
ne scene per level . . . 
enough to Ia . IS lrnpressi ve 
bo . p y agam, but even that gets 
nng due to the horribl . 
as SINGLE PA e phght known 
SICKNESS r L ITERN SOLUTION 
alike, are 
straight out of 
a Coppertone 
ad. That is 
they're near!; 
naked, tanned 
and showing off 
way more than 
attitude. 
town in Texas a . 
. • maJor 
'." Chicago, and a Miami 
operation. It's a little 
getting used to pointing 
your mouse (little rodents 
· earn to d' 
condition quickly d tagnose this 
h • an you can undreds of dolla . save 
rs 10 game fees 
For those of . · 
sexism · .d you mterested in 
to VI eo games th . . 
gr ( • IS one 1s a eat ahem) target All . 
game are dress . . . women to this 
clothi e~ 10 the lightest possible 
ng, and given nothing short 
ornamental status. The two fern I of 
(and by the way, I use "co .. a e cops 
During one 
level ofthegame, 
your death illicits 
a close up shot of 
the 
-
Sir-Tech 
ibm pc cd rom 
I don't normally like to say what 
all the other guys are saying. I like to 
be different, I like to challenge the 
in a fantasy computer game, 
From easy to use diaries, to realistic 
creatures, to digitized speech, to multi-
option fight capabilities, it's here. From 
variant character races (ice elf, anyone?) 
to hundreds of hours of play time (no 
to have other 
play. How cool..." 
the same guy that 
commented on Magic Carpet. So don't 
ask again.) He continued breathlessly. 
th~t's what all police have b:n ::;auedse 
to 10 this ga uc 
. me ... ) are less important f, 
thetr characters as for how the I ~r 
cutoff jeans. (They d I k y ook to 
. o oo good, mind 
you, but ts that really a b . 
I. ny asts For po Ice recruitment? Wh . _...., 
r · · en lt comes t 
lghtJng i:tiine I'd th . o 
gor-geous 
southern deputy, 
cowboy hat 
cocked at that Hee 
Haw angle, stating 
" You're dead" 
Then , asking in ~ 
centerfold 's sing 
song voice, she 
brightly adds 
"Th • ' 
. at s not good . j ?" , IS 
"Hey, you got this for free, right? 
norm. Unfortunately, I can't do that with boredom, even on multiple-hour How much you want for it?" 
Star Trail . So, off into the sea of sittings .. . YAY!), it's here. This gentleman is a 
compliments I go . This game is Now, admittedly, I'm not the poor one. And he's very tight with 
gooooood. biggest gamer in the world. (In fact, I'm cash, except for the occasional tri 
The second installment in the only 5'8".) So, I went to the source: a the gaming shop to buy pewter 
Realms of Arkania, ST is as close to friend of mine who spends most of his 
multimedia role playing as you can get. waking hours gaming, or at least 
Programmed by role players, or planning for upcoming episodes, loved 
"garners," as they call themselves, ST Star Trails. 
was painstakingly built to answer the "I could definitely see myself 
for this game, out of his sacred 
budget. 
I think that pretty much says it 
nonde · ' ra er have a 
SCrtpt police officer who t-~~ 
. · A.<WWS 
Compared to 
some of the other 
offerings from ALG 
and the price of the 
avetage c.d. ROM 
all I goua say 
Drug Wars is, 
not. Good, 
RAPUNZEL 
I want to be Rapunzel, 
dangling my hair 
like bait 
to men who want to 
save me. 
I want to blind them 
with thorns, 
and make them wander 
"the desert, 
weeping. 
Jennifer Wong 
A Little Restraint 
I was walking down 12th St. 
which was fun 
past the first Presbyterian chursh 
where I used to go to Sunday school 
which I still have pleasant memories of 
PERSON AT WORK 
She stands on a sidewalk, black and pink knee-length spandex hugging a too-
skinny body. Not on 12th Street. On Royal Avenue. In the Royal City. 
She is probably no more than twenty. Thin, black hair frames her face. 
It's winter. She wears a dark bulging jacket that ends at the waist. Any longer 
and it might hide her hips. 
A Chrysler mini-van slows down to have a look. The family haven't come this 
evening, just Dad. He speeds up when a white police cruiser drives by. 
Her thumb rises tentatively. This isn't really hitchhiking; people are 
trying to get somewhere when they hitchhike. 
A Honda Accord slows to have a look. She bends her body into the shape of a 
seven, pointing it towards the car. Her hands are shoved deep into jacket pockets. 
The Honda pulls away. 
The mini-van is back. This time it stops beside her thin, pale legs which end at 
a pair of ridiculously-white running shoes. She steps gingerly into the van, like a 
high school girl off to a volleyball game. The van pulls away. 
D.G. Black 
I still don't think of those Sunday school years as funda-
mentalist brainwashing 
for the patriarchy 
so, it was a pleasant stroll down 12th St. 
till I came upon 6th Ave. 
and I SAW this shit head getting out of his car 
I could tell immediately he was a shit head 
because the back of his t-shrt said: 
as a former fetus 
I oppose abortion 
My first instinct was to shout at him: 
as a fellow former fetus 
I wish you had been an abortion 
but I let him walk on ahead of me 
because I'm not a violent man 
I'm not a violent man 
but I could already picture myself 
jumping him from behind 
and punching him 
and punching him 
until my knuckles and his face 
were a barely distinguishable, bloody 
mangled mess 
so I figured, let him walk ahead of me 
get away from me 
get, get away from me 
I don't even want to look at you 
you ugly smarmy pig 
'cause I figured, what good would it do for me to get ar-
rested 
for beating on this one guy 
so I can sit in jail while he continues to 
walk the streets closing down clinics 
shoo tin' doctors 
attacking women 
Oh! Don't get me started. 
so, so, so I sat on a stoop for a minute or two 
until I cooled off 
then I set fire to his car 
and just walked away 
feeling good about myself 
'cause for once in my life 
I showed a little restraint. 
JohnS. Hall 
The Other Press and the 
Corner Pocket Cafe 
proudly present 
A poetry reading. 
At 34 East 6th St. in New West on 
AprilS at 2pm 
The poets featured are George McWhirter,Miriam 
Waddington, Eldon Grier, Marya Fiamengo, Ken 
McRobbie, Catherine Owen, Anne Marriot, David 
Campbell, Jenna Hamilton and John Donlan. 
Ttckets are $5 at the door. 
IAMAWOMAN 
' ' ~· 6i --;·li-W 
Squeeze me into, 
anyfonn you like, 
flawless fasionplate, 
sex object, 
child bearer. 
Starve me 
till my waist 
disappears 
then install 
new breasts 
. 
mme. 
Strech back 
my sags 
to keep me 
unspoiled 
by time. 
Push, pull 
press me 
into the mould 
till I 
crack. 
Niki Kaloudas 
The Other Press 19 
clubs 
SALE - loveseat/hideabed, 
$350 OBO * bed, 2mths old, 
l mattress_ frame & headboard $400 OBO 
word processor/printer, Sony, very 
• •o•u'-''•v••a•. great for student papers, 
model * desk, chair, lamp $75 
* Ikea wall unit & bookcase $175 
call 522-2084 
Specialize in ESL wntmg 
improvement. Patryce Kidd phone/fax 
INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE 924-1947 
EXCHANGE Club. A club devoted to 
learning new languages and cultures. 
Executive election being held Thes. Dec. 
6. Regular meetings 4 p.m. Rm 2804. 
Editor of Newsletter Shaun Lee, pager 
music 
ROGER, my biology book has helped 
you long enough considering the course 
is over. Let's have coffee, even though I 
don't drink it. Shlllllnon 465-1130. 
FREE FOOD!!! I am a DC student who 
is interested in starting up a Student 
Food Bank. I need your input, regarding 
the feasibility of this venture! Please 
let me know. 526-7956 Rachel. 
WaJilted for English speaking Cllllladilllll. 
Goal, to be conversationally literate llllld 
gain some written skills. Call Ang 526-
2668 or reply c/o the Other Press 
FORD ESCORT station wagon 
(red) for sale. Not running right now but 
can be fixed or good for parts $150 firm. 
857-1200 #5142 
FOR SALE. .. Rossingnol195cm 
with bindings & poles $175 OBO, 
sunglasses 4006 $50 OBO, GE 
l w:liv,ers:al remote control $20 never used 
526-7615 
1 jobs 
WORKING individuals 
l lCK>tcmg for a career in financial services 
No exp. req. Free training 
Ask for Danielle pager: 661-
# 650-6734. 
ELVIS ELVIS ELVIS revue wants 3 
hom players & 3 female harmonies for 
loc.al gigs and weekend out of town gigs. 
Paulo Lono-Lono International 
COME AND JOIN US at Lady Dyna- Productions, phone 6-8pm for interview 
fit,NewWestwomen'sonlyfitnessclub. 525 - 1336. Also seeking female 
WOMEN'S ONLY meetings held every 
Thursday and Sunday for the woman 
who "wants it all." Tired of being pushed 
around? Do you want to take out your 
aggression on someone other then the 
one's that you love? then phone 872-
4949 for more information! 
school 
COMMAPHOBIA? Copy edit your 
term paper to a better mark. $10.00/ 
1000 words but negotiable. Pick-up, 
delivery, and typing available. Leave 
message for Fred DeRosa: 526- 8761 
harmonies for reggae album 
ROCK AND ROLL bands that need 
space to practice should call Dennis at 
522-5680 for really cheap rates on 
rehearsal space and recording time. 
WORD PROCESSING. Resumes, 
reports, essays, letters, term papers. 589-
CAREER CHOICES for new 3787 ask for Pat 
NEWSPAPER writing is cool! How do 
I know? I write for the Other Press, and 
not everyone can say that! Seriously 
though , expand your opportunities , 
broaden your horizons and meet some 
really bizarre people. Writing is not a 
job, it is an art form, and when taken 
seriously, it's just a job. So don't take it 
seriously and we won't either. Call the 
Other Press at 525-3505 or just come 
on down and submit to the fun and the 
students!!! Have you ever wondered 
are making a good career choice 
le to your innermost desires? 
on natural talent analysis, a 
hnr,n•r'n""' can reveal your true mission 
your lifetime. Let me reveal the 
l runci,ent knowledge to you so you too 
may prosper with contentment in that 
which you are building upon. Call 
ie at 461-9830 for a free 
l in.troduc:tioJn. Go on, call, what have you 
LPI STUDENTS. Want to be able to 
frolic that goes on down in room 1020. 
pass theLPI Exam?Thencall me. I have ENVIRONMENTALLY friendly 
a BA Degree from UBC, and I can help people are meeting at the entrance to the 
you successfully meet the demands of Clayoquat Sound logging road where it all 
the LPI marking system. Professional happened.Betheretosharememoriesor,just 
llllld individual instruction. Please call to create some. Don't delay. ph. 588-8448. 
438-4463. 
CENSORSHIP is a serious issue, and 
WRITING AND EDITING services something that should not be taken 
Experienced, professional assistance lightly, If you would like to join in the fight 
with writing requirements in any subject against censorship. Pleas call just about 
area. Help with focus & clarity, anybody on the Fraser Valley Library 
organization, and presentation . Board, and tell them we said hello. 
Leap-frogs abound! Super Natural and 
sometimes slightly nuptual person look-
ing for mate. No sex is too insignifi-
ROOM-MATE needed for shared 
NewWest house. House is located next 
to 22nd st. skytrain. Come and check it 
out! $300 a month. Eric, 524-1454. 
CLASSIFIED FORM 
students. staff. faculty- FREE • for-profit businesses- $3 for 
first 30 words. 1 0¢ a word thereafter • first three words balded 
free • extra balds or italicizing 25¢ each word 
Hnd to classified, c/o other press. box 2503. new westminster,bc v31 5b2 
or bring to room 1020. douglas college or fax to 527-5095 
waite your ad .._. 
name ____ student *"--------
....................... '+ .... .,. .... .,.., .......... -..,y: Cmalltelp!Ke Dhousong D.......,.tiOnat 
~---· 
D personals Dcommunity..-.no<n:ements 
l1{f }fl' tv 
~'$, }.. f· 
lft HTi 1 jl 
Funk~· ~ · •mk 
Night 
2 For 1 Cover - Thursdays Only 
----~ ~-· 
VALID UNTIL ll:OOpm 
6669 ~y, BU11aby - 438-7295 
friends to support habit. Join me cant. Serious inquiries only please. Re-
for a life on the edge? Reply box #4, this ply to box# 280-44444444444444444. Benefits include·:: 
Twenty-something indivudual Wlllllting 
Single human male seeks another biped to share extreme mountain-biking/cross 
for friendship, possible romaJilce. Sex, country skiing/snow-mobiling/ hang-
age, race, religion, height, weight, hair gliding/ rock-climbing/ cannon-shoot-
colour, eyes, interests, job, hobby, ing relaxing weekend for two at 
smoking, drinking , drug use , Harrison Hot Springs holiday resort. 
(Ulspc•smon, looks unimportlllllt. MUST Serious inquiries only!Reply to the box 
that is always full. The O.P.J.K box. 
Having fun? Are you having fun yet? 
Are you still? Reply to the really seri-
ous box. 
escaped, unattached, very Peace, love and happiness Does that 
I hlrrd1ene:d criminal on the run from the sound good to you? Well good. We need 
Looking for very brief encounters. 
be tender, romllllltic, nurturing llllld 
1 eJC:tremelly discrete. Please leave contact 
information with paper. I' Ii contact if still 
large. Reply box Y, this paper. 
you to take a caravaJil of new-age hip-
pies to the OP Nudist colony. Reply 
ASAP. to N.U.D.L box. 
Hello ... hello? Is there lllllyone out there? 
Where did everyone go? There were 
, .. ,,uu•<>·a:)l"'~• secure and satisfied in people here not to long ago ... where did 
lovely home w/ stunning wife. My job everyone go! I'm not panicking ... really, 
is great, my car is shiny, life is fabulous!! I'm not, I'm just worried, I'm all alone. 
Just thought you' d like to know. Don't Please, please reply to box ALA. Lone. 
even bother to reply. 
* learn how to write fictienals . 
* learn lots of neat cop:lputer-type· sttift 
•!• meet unique; . <Lu usuafpeople 
0 the latest in m<Xiell.1tbrainwashing tecl:miques 
0 discover the difference between serif and-san riffi nts 
.I uncover tile mY,stecy ofltow a paper g ts put tpgetfie~ 
(and th~n ma}'be you ~an tell us ... ) ' 
~ much, mucH more! 
----~~ 
We'll be printing"summerissues (one 
a month) ... It's a great time to come 
~€16Wll ·arttl fWd ol!ttbo~:~~ all works! 
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